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WINNER

THE EMPRESS OF CHARCOAL

Jacob M. Appel
The note arrived on Yale University letterhead, nearly typed,
three years to the month after she'd lost her husband:

May 15, 2007
Dear Elsa,
I imagine you don't remember me. I was a student in Professor
Stanley's figure drawing class at City College during the spring
semester of 1962, when you served as a model. After the course
ended, I asked the Visual Arts Department for your name, but I
didn't have the courage to contact you. I suppose you will think me
foolish-and no doubt I am-but that remains among the greatest
regrets ofmy adult life. My wife ofthirty-six years passed away last
August and my son helped me find your address on the Internet.
Would you be willing to have lunch one ofthese days'
Sincerely,
Morton D. Belldauer, Ph.D.
Professor Emeritus
Department ofthe History ofMathematics
PS: Ifyou are not the same Elsa Kalamaransky who modeled at
City College in I 962, kindly disregard this message.

Elsa was not the same woman who had modeled for Professor
Stanley's class. She'd already been teaching five years at Bonneville
by 1962, initiating her girls into the marvels of Balzac and
Flaubert. But ever since the balmy, cloudless morning when she'd
discovered Bruce facedown in his beloved Jacuzzi, skin bloated
and puckered like a bobbing apple, springtime tormented Elsa

https://orb.binghamton.edu/harpurpalate/vol8/iss1/17 8
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with its insincere promise. It was during one of her lonely spells
rhar she replied to Belldauer in longhand:

Dear Morton,
What a delightful surprise! I confess I do not remember you, but
1962 was an eternity ago, wasn't it? My life here in Rhode Island has
been a good one. As Emily Dickinson wrote, "To live is so startling
it leaves little time for anything else. "I retired six years ago ftom
teaching at lhe Bonneville School, shortly after it merged with an
all-boys academy. At the end, I was teaching only French language,
but I was initially hired as an instructor ofItalian literature as well.
Are you a Jan ofLeopardi? I do hope so.
As ofnow, the summer is surprisingly open. My late husband (39
years together, 3 apart) was an avid gardener, and although I fear
I lack his natural gifts, I'm doing my darnedest to keep my thumbs
green. I believe I can claim some success, as this weekend the peonies
are staging a wondrous show.
Please do come see the daylilies while they are in bloom.
Most warmly,
Elsa Kalamaransky
She reread the letter twice before sealing it inside the envelope,
unsure if she'd included too much or too little. She'd been one
of six sisters, and all of her life she'd worked among women, so
what little she understood of men came from interacting wirh
Bruce and his colleagues in rhe Providence Philharmonic-nor,
most likely, a representative sampling of rhe species. At the
central posr office in Creve Coeur, she tore open the envelope to
verify that she'd printed the correct telephone number beneath
her signature, and she had to purchase a replacement at the
counter.

Elsa sent the letter on Saturday morning. Belldauer phoned in
the early evening on Wednesday, and now it was Sarurday again,
and she was expecting him at noon. "At my age, I don't like to
pur anyrhing off," he'd joked in a voice as deep and resonant as
a kertle drum. "Besides, the way I see it, I'm already forty-five
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years overdue." Elsa had expected him to sound more patrician,
less ethnic Brooklyn-like Cary Grant without the effeminate
tinge. But the professor did come across as very much the
gentleman. Bruce, rest his soul, had been a slow-spoken tenor
with an accent to shame the Kennedys.
She'd started planning their meal the evening that Belldauer
phoned and, in hindsight, she'd gone a bit overboard: After all,
he was a stranger who'd been sweet on her nearly half a century
ago. Not even on her. On a woman who had shared her name!
But Elsa had endured so long without cause to indulge, that
now she couldn't resist a drive to the gourmet supermarket
in Providence for fresh Bluefin tuna and hand-picked Nyons
olives. She tossed the tuna in a homegrown spinach salad. Then
she covered the wrought-iron table in the garden with her late
mother-in-law's daisy-print cloth. As lunchtime approached and
the skies remained clear, she sec out a basket of assorted breads,
a porcelain platter of camembert and brie, and the swan-shaped
glass water pitcher that her wealthy grandaunt had bestowed
upon her and Bruce as a wedding gift. All night long, a driving
rain had pummeled the neighborhood, forcing Elsa to reassess
her plans, but by Friday morning, the air had turned crisp with
potential. On the slate pario, puddles shimmered under the
high white sun.
Belldauer's car-a dignified jet-black Oldsmobile- pulled
up at the curb ten minutes early, but the professor waited inside
the vehicle until precisely twelve. Elsa watched through the bay
windows in the living room as he advanced up the front path and
paused under the crabapple tree to adjust the sleeves of his sports
jacket. H e was trim and long-limbed, with an grand forehead
and a bushy, salt-and-pepper mustache. The mustache, refl ected
Elsa, might take some adjusting to. Otherwise, Belldauer was
as handsome as any man she'd laid eyes upon-at lease, since
that distant night when Rachel Kalamaransky, her colleague at
Bonneville, had invited Elsa backstage at the symphony to meet
her unmarried and "pleasantly eccentric" brother. The professor
even carried himself rather like Bruce, his magnificent head
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cocked slighcly skyward, as he stepped onto the front porch,
holding his bouquet of lilacs. How fortunate that she'd had
the nerve to write back! Then her chest fluttered with second
rhoughrs: What if he realized she was the wrong Elsa' What if
he didn't, bur rejected her when she later confessed? What if the
other Elsa Kalamaransky had been significancly less busty? Or
black? Or an achondcoplastic dwarf? When the doorbell chimed,
she found herself paralyzed with anxiety. After a pause, the bell
rang again. Elsa clenched her eyelids together, as though she were
about to dive into a pool of icy water, and she crossed briskly
through the foyer to welcome her guest.
The portico stood a step down from rhe entryway, so when
Elsa opened the door, she and Belldauer faced each other at eye
level. He said nothing, at first. For half a second, he just stared
at her, his b'row furrowed as though reconstructing a puzzle in
his mind from memory. And then he Rashed her a broad grin .
"Goodness, Elsa Kalamaransky," he said. "It's really yo u, isn't
it?"

"Please, come inside," answered Elsa. 'Tm so glad you're
here."
Soon they were standing in the parlor, su rrounded by
upholstery and knick-knacks, and again he was exam ining her.
She accepted the lilacs from his outstretched hand and her gaze
followed his nervously around the room. Photos of her long
life with Bruce cluttered the piano bench and the end tables,
including several from their first honeymoon in the Canadian
Rockies, and now Elsa regretted nor having moved them
upstairs.
"Did you have an easy drive?" asked Elsa.
"Oh, it was fine. I just can't believe it's actually you," said
Belldauer. "The Empress of Charcoal, in the Resh."
'Excuse me?"

1

"Thar's what I used to call you. The Empress of Charcoal," he
explained. "I suspect you'll laugh at me if I tell you why."
"Try me," answered Elsa. She felt herself growing confident,
even flirtatious. "Bur first, let's head onto the veranda. As far
10
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as I'm concerned, it's far too lovely an afternoon to squander
another moment out of the sun."
She took hold of the professor's hand and led him through
the sliding glass doors. Belldauer's skin felt warm to her touch.
Outside, on the low-hanging branches of the Japanese maple, a
pair of orioles serenaded each other; from beyond the forsythia
hedge rose the cries of the neighbor's children, and the occasional
blast of a firecracker. Elsa tucked Belldauer's lilacs into her plastic
watering jug and centered the bouquet atop the gas grill. Bruce
had enjoyed hosting barbecues for his fellow musicians, but ever
since she'd lost him, Elsa used the device as a sideboard. "Now
where were we?" asked Elsa, sm ili ng coyly. "Oh, yes. I was about
to laugh at your story."
"I wouldn't blame you," said the professor. ''As I was saying,
the office adjacent to Dr. Stanley's belonged to the chairman of
the history department. Big, meaty fellow-I've forgotten his
name. In any case, the two of them shared one of those long
glass-enclosed bulletin boards, and Stanley used to post our
charcoal sketches next ro this picrorial genealogy chart of the
royal houses of Europe. So one afternoon, I was standing in the
corridor, looking over the various ways the class had portrayed
you, and somehow 'The Empress of C harcoal' popped into my
head . Foolish, no?"
"Noc in the slightest," said Elsa. "May I offer you a drink'"
"It's only noon. I wouldn't want to give you the wrong
impression."

"Nonsense," she retorted. "I still have a pitcher of frozen
banana daiquiri left over from my niece's birthday picnic. How
about I pour us each a glass and then I give you a walking tour
of the garden ?"
"I never say no to a lady," answered Belldauer. "Or to a chilled
cocktail."
Elsa retrieved the crystal decanter from the mini-fridge and
filled two cognac glasses. She'd prepared the contents the evening
before, several weeks after her niece's birthday celebration, but
it was a harmless lie. The truth was chat she hardly drank at
II
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all- champagne on New Year's, Manischewitz at her sister-inlaw's Passover dinner, an occasional Bloody Mary at a wedding or
shower- but she didn't want Belldauer to think her puritanical.
Secretly, she also hoped to limber up his judgment.
" Here's mud in yo ur eye!" sh e d eclared. "To second
chances! "

They clinked glasses and she drank.
"It's amazing how you expect something to turn out one
way, and it works out so differently, yet it's still just as good,"
said Belldauer.
"What do you mean ?"
"It's hard to explain." H e sipped from his glass . "[ still
remember how stunning you looked that first afternoon when
you slid that Japanese dressing gown off your shoulders, and all
you were wearing was chat startling blue bracelet around your
wrist. For some reason, I expected you to be reserved, aloof-and
you're so friendl y."
"I suppose I might have come across as aloof back then,"
said Elsa. "[ can pretend to be less friendly, if you'd prefer."
She sensed the heat of the daiquiri in her temples. "Or even
downright mean."
"That won't be necessary," said Belldauer, beaming. "I have
a strange confession to make. After I wrote to you, I still wasn't
sure chat I'd have it in me to meet you face-to-face. I'd be lying if
I didn't admit ch at I miss Louise. Like hell , I miss Louise. Every
day. I'll be reading a book or listening to the radio and my mind
begins drifting to what she looked like during those final nights
at the hospice. Of course, my son-he's a headshrinker at Johns
Hopkins-assures me it will get better."
Bullshit, thought Elsa. It might be different, but never better.
She still woke up every morning, three years later, shocked not
to find Bruce, his paunch poking over his boxers, hogging the
pillows onto his side of the bed.
Elsa squeezed Belldauer's wrist. "Poor dear," she said.
"Honestly, I wasn't thinking too clearly when I sent you that
note," he continued. "[ had no idea what I'd do next-whether
12
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I'd even follow up at all. But do you know what sealed the deal
for me?"

"What?"
"That you'd kept your maiden name." The professor shrugged.
"I know that sounds ridiculous, but I liked that you were still
a Kalamaransky."
"Why couldn't Kalamaransky be my husband's name?"
"I did the math when I received your letter. If you've been
married thirty-nine years and widowed three, you were still
single when you posed for us. It makes a man wonder. Had
I only written ro you then." Belldauer allowed this idea ro
drift unfinished into the azaleas. "I've always been vehemently
opposed ro women changing their names when they get
married," he said. "It's a particularly retrograde practice, ro be
blunt, based on hisrorical notions of wives as chattel. I'm proud
ro say that Louise was born a Kappelgruber and, rest her soul,
she died a Kappelgruber."
Elsa wasn't sure she agreed with Belldauer about namechanging, but she found endearing the vehemence with which
he voiced his opinion. "Are you ready for a stroll around the
yard?" she asked. "Before the morning glories and the portulaca
close up shop for the afternoon?"
Elsa ropped off Belldauer's drink and passed it back ro him.
"And on the subject of math, Mr. Professor Emeritus at
Yale University, maybe you could tell me about the variety of
mathematics you studied."
"History of mathematics," Belldauer corrected her.
Elsa polished off her second daiquiri. "History of mathematics,"
she echoed. "Twice as impressive."

She reached for his hand again, this rime clasping it more
decisively, and steered him between the nearly manicured beds
of dahlias and gladiolas. Now that she'd spread srore-boughr bark
chips around the perennials-as she'd already done for several
years with the zinnias and pansies-the entire parch looked far
more professional.
"Most of my work focused upon cuneiform tablets, on whether
13
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the Babylo nians ever developed an aurhenric trigonometry," said
Belldauer. "I also authored several papers on advanced fun ctions
in the Sumerian system-cubic equations, Pythagorean triples.
I d evel oped a particular expertise regarding a tablet called
Plimpton 322. Truthfully, I can't imagine it would interest you
in the slightest."
"You might find yourself surprised," Elsa answered. Bur rather
than inquire anything further about Mesopotamian numerology,
she pointed our the various strains of daylilies. "This over here is
H onest Abe's Beard," she said, cupping the petals of a tall blossom
frin ged in black. "Those two red ones behind the phlox are Emma
Goldman and Alexander Berkman. What was it Goldman once
said ? 'I'd rather have roses on my table than diamo nds on my
neck.' Personally, I couldn't agree more."
"You've bred all of these yourself?
"
"H eavens, no. Not me. Bruce.'' Elsa wondered if she was
talking too much about her husband- but, after nearly four
decades of marriage, what else was she supposed to tal k abo ut?
"H e pl ayed the oboe. You should have seen him : Such a large
man blowing into such a tiny instrument. Bur his real passion
was n't music. It was cross-breeding Rowers. In Bruce's study, I still
have an entire filin g cabinet full of daylily pedigrees char I can't
make heads no r tails of. I can't bring myself to discard them ."
"Louise was a dieti cian," said Belldauer- reAectively, almost
as though he were thinking aloud . "She worked at the university
hospital."
Elsa said no thing. One of her own sisters had also been a
medical dietician, specially trained to co unsel renal patients,
before she'd suffered a breakdown and fil ed fo r perm anent
disability. So the Louise Kappelgruber who m Elsa now imagined,
wa ndering the dialys is clinic, warning diabetic truck drivers
against eating foo ds that appeared whi te, looked like her own
dear, hopeless G ladys. Elsa didn't mentio n any of this, because
she wanted Belldauer to think about his wife as infrequently as
poss ible.
Th ey circl ed around the far corner of th e gard en- past
14
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the firewood pile, the strawberry patch, the shaded hemlock
arbor where Bruce had installed a polished cedar bench. The
quarter acre beyond the hemlocks, up to the stockade fence,
was overgrown with oak and hickory saplings. This was also
where, in a small clearing, Bruce and his brother-in-law had
been attempting ro restore a twenry-one foot curry cruiser that
they'd salvaged from a rummage sale. The craft's lichen-coated
prow still waited for them on cement blocks, oblivious to Bruce's
aneurysm, unaware that Gary and Rachel had since retired to
the dry heat of Phoenix.
Belldauer tapped the side of the vessel with his fingers,
generating a hollow thud. "One of my former srudents owns a
boat like this," he observed. "H e takes me out on the Sound two
or three times every summer." This reminded Elsa of her girls
from Bonneville, all of whom were now adults, many with fullygrown children of their own. One was even a grandmother-to
twins! And another, Maria Coats, was the provost at Bryn Mawr
College. Elsa had many regrets in life-not having children, not
spending more time with Bruce-but choosing a teaching career
was never among them. She reached for Belldauer's elbow and
led him further into the lush greenery, keeping her feet on the
Aagstones to avoid the mud. +
She paused in front of Bru ce's favorite lily- his prized
accomplishment. The blossom wasn't officially blue acco rding
to the American Hemerocallis Sociery's standards-technically,
it was aquamarine-so Bruce hadn't won their challenge award .
But it was certainly blue enough to foo l the average observer.
"These beauties here are the Ida Kalamaransky blooms," said Elsa.
Named after Bruces mother, she almost added. But she caught
herself in time, and blurted out, "Bruce named them after my
mother." She held her breath, waiting for Belldauer to call out
her lie-but he didn't. He merely smiled warmly, so Elsa leaned
forward and sniffed the blossoms, more to conceal her face than
to inhale the mild aroma. "Aren't they glorious'" she asked .
"They always remind me of those lines from the Wordsworth
poem about daffodils:
15
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I gazed-and gazed-but little thought
What wealth the show to me had brought."

Much to Elsa's amazement, Belldauer answered:
"For oft, when on my couch I lie
In vacant or in pensive mood,
7hey flash upon that inward eye
Which is the bliss ofsolitude;
And then my heart with pleasure fills,
And dances with the daffodils."

The professor held his lapels like a ringmaster while he
declaimed, clearly proud of hi s performance. "You look
surprised," he said.
"I am surprised."
"Why? I'm an hisrorian of mathematics, so I can't be
cultured?"
Elsa feared she might weep from joy. "Of course, it's not
that," she answered-but at some level, it was precisely that, and
in any case, she had no opportun ity to present an alternative
explanation. Instead, a sharp, high-pitched whistle made her look
up with a start-and then a staccato of explosions sent her diving
into the hollyhocks with her arms over her head. Bright sparks,
orange and pink, shot from the grass around the zucchini plot.
Nearby, a portion of the chicken-wire trellis collapsed, toppling
with it the nascent pumpkin vines . Then Elsa's entire world
turned beige as Belldauer shielded her from the blasts with his
sports jacket. He stood bowed over her, like a hawk protecting
its brood, and her cheek pressed against his chest.
After what seemed li ke months-but must have been only
seconds-a deathly hush descended upon the garden. Elsa could
hear her own sharp breaths and the cadence ofBelldauer's heart,
the two sounds merging into one complex rhythm. Then, from
above, a lone catbird began trilling its chipper reveille. Elsa drew
16
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her hands away from her face and climbed out of the flower
beds. The elbows of her blouse were streaked with clay, and a
run slashed across the knee of her left stocking.
"What on earth was that?" she asked.
''I'd guess three or four bottle rockets," answered Belldauer.
"And half a dozen cherry bombs."
"We're being bombed?"
"Firecrackers," he explained, as he dusted splinters of bark
from his trousers. "It appears as though your neighbors have
turned their artillery on us."
The professor stepped into the vegetable patch and poked
under the chicken-wire with a jagged stick. Elsa watched
anxiously as he kicked a spent rectangular canister out from the
undergrowth. She wanted to warn him to be careful, but feared
he would think her a worrywart. "Don't go cleaning these up on
your own," said Belldauer. "Your fingers are far too adorable to
risk losing. I'm afraid you'll have to ask your neighbors to call in
a professional-just in case any of these shells are still active."
"I don't understand," said Elsa. "We've never had any trouble
before."
It figured that, on her first date in forty-two years, she'd face
an armed attack. If this actually were a date, this is-and not
just one-time reunion.

"They seemed like such decent boys," she added. "Their
mother's a rabbi. Rabbi Bonomi. Italian Jews."
As though on cue, the Bonomi boys appeared at the break
in the forsythia hedge. They were both pudgy kids with broad
foreheads and impressive jaws, topped with matching shocks of
auburn hair. The older youth, who could not have been much
beyo nd ten, pushed the younger child toward Elsa and Belldauer.
"My brother, Zachary," he said, "has something that he'd like
to say to you."
Zachary stepped forward in increments, his eyes fixed on the
damp grass.
'Tm sorry," he said-his voice soft and tentative. Elsa thought
he might sob, and she felt an urge to hug him. "I did something
17
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dangero us and I'm very so rry I did it."
" Firecrackers are dangerous," answered Belldauer. " How old
are you, Zachary'"
"Eight and seven months."
Belldauer winked at Elsa. " Do you know what I liked to
do when I was eight and seven months? I liked to study the
stars .

Zachary Bonomi kept his head down , his arms tucked to his
chest. 1he older brother stepped forward and placed a reassuring
hand on the boy's shoulder.
"A telescope," said Belldauer, "that's what a young memch
like you needs."
Elsa could sense rhar her dare had once been an exceptional
father. Speaking to these boys, he sounded as avuncular as the
Wizard of Oz- only Jewish.
The professor reached into the breast pocket of his jacker. His
hand emerged moments later, fingers wrapped around a short
brass rube. The metal gleamed. Belldauer rugged on the cylinder
and it expanded rapidly to become a foot-long telescope.
"H ere you go, kid. Bur you shouldn't use it until the sun
goes down."
The boy reached tentatively for the telescope. He peered into
rhe broad lens, then turned the apparatus around and gazed
down the narrow end.
"Can I keep it?"
"You can share it with your brother," answered Belldauer.
"Bur on one cond ition. You promise nor ro set off any more
firecrackers.,,

"Anywhere?" asked the boy.
"Yes," Belldauer said firmly. "Anywhere."
Zachary looked to his brother for guidance. The older boy
nodded.
"Okay, it's a deal," said Zachary. "Thank you ."
Then the boys turned and ran , a blur of dungarees and sunburnt fl esh .
''I'm nor sure what to say," said Elsa. "Do you always carry
18
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around a telescope to give to wayward schoolboys?"
"I do, in fact," answered Belldauer. "But not for wayward
schoolboys. I'm rather a devotee of the night sky-it's reassuring
to think that I'm seeing the same constellations as Euclid and
Archimedes." He stepped back onto the path, and this time it
was he who took her hand. "You'll have to decide whether you
want their parents to pay to have the firecracker shells removed,"
he said. "I can't say I envy you that decision."
They began walking back toward the house, arm-in-arm, like a
Victorian couple on a promenade through Vauxhall Gardens.
"You are certainly a man of many surprises," said Elsa. 'Tm
afraid to find our what else you have hidden away in those
pockets of yours."
"You should be," answered Belldauer. His voice contained
a new seriousness, a sense of purpose. "Let's sit down and I'll
show you."
He dried off a chair for her at the lunch table and drew up his
own alongside it. Then he cleared off a small square of tablecloth
between the bread basket and the platters of cheese. Elsa realized
what he was going to show to her at the very moment he removed
the drawing from inside his coat. The sketch had been folded over
many times and bore deep, irregular crease marks. One corner of
the paper canvas had been shorn away entirely. In several place,
the charcoal itself had streaked. But there was no mistaking the
subject of Belldauer's ferry-five year-old illustration. It was a
young woman-a nude young woman-standing arms akimbo
on a wooden stepladder. Fortunately, the portrait neither looked
like Elsa nor unlike Elsa. Whatever his other attributes, the
young Morton D. Belldauer had not been a particularly gifted
sketch artist.
"I can't believe you've kept it all these years."
"] had a terrible crush on you for an entire semester," answered
Belldauer. " Bear in mind, you were the first woman I'd ever seen
without her clothes on."
Of co urse, thought Elsa . That wouldn't have been at all
remarkable, back in 1962. What a different age that had
19
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been! Bruce, too, had been the first man she'd ever seen fully
unclothed.
Elsa held the precious drawing as tenderly as she might hold a
baby. Her hand trembled and she braced it against che tabletop.
"You had talent," she observed.
"I didn't, but it's very kind of you to say so," answered
Belldauer. "I've taken it up again, though. Drawing, that is. Ever
since I retired from the department. I've got my art supplies in
the trunk of my car."
H e reached for the pitcher and poured them each a final
daiqui ri, shifting back and forth between glasses to ensure an
equal di stribution.
"I know this is going to sound crazy," said Belldauer, "bur I
was wondering if you'd let me draw you again ."
He sounded so innocent, so gentle. Li ke a fourteen-year-old
schoolboy seeking permission to kiss her fo r rhe first time. The
man's big dark eyes gazed into hers, brimming with render hope,
and his devotion made Elsa feel bashful. Her own eyes darted
away from his quickly. Across the lawn, chipmunks scampered
on the sto ne retaining wall opposite the cellar steps, and a dopey,
overweight woodchuck sunned himself shamel ess ly beside the
sprinkler head. She felt Belldauer's attention fi xed upon her,
waiting for his fare to be sealed.
"Are yo u serious?" Elsa asked. She had never modeled before,
and she wasn't sure she'd even know how to do it. le was probably
one of chose fears that proved far harder than it fi rst appeared, che
so rr of challenge her Bonneville girls had always relished-like
drinking a gallon of whole milk in five minu tes . Besides, she
sensed chat Belldauer had a specific so rt of modeling in mind.
"Yo u don't mean ... ?"
"If you'd be willing. Just like in class."
"Oh, good heavens, Morron. I haven't done anythi ng like
that in yea rs ... I'm out of practice . .. "
"Yo u'll do che best you can ," he replied. "Let's make today
the first day of your second modeling career."

"Todai"
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"Today. Right here in the garden." Now Belldauer glanced
away, his voice shifting to a softer, less fervent note. "I do hope
I'm not offending you," he apologized. "I don't mean to put
you on the spot."
"Not at all." Elsa downed what remained of her drink and
rose deliberately from her chair. "Go get your supplies, Morton.
I'll be back in a moment."
"Thank you," he answered.
She retreated into the house and quickly exchanged her blouse
and skirt for Bruce's navy dressing gown. The silk charged her
skin with desire. How unfathomable that she'd only met Morton
Belldauer several hours earlier. She felt as though she'd already
known him for an eternity, rhat the time before he'd entered
h er life was no longer readily accessible. Maybe this was what
h er Bonneville girls were feeling when they composed those
essays defending Emma Bovary for having sex on a first date.
Elsa assessed h erself in the bedroom mirror: her rutted skin, h er
tired mouth, the flesh too thick between her chin and her neck.
What a loon she must be, at the age of seventy-one, to compare
herself to Em ma Bovary. When she returned to the garden, clad
only in the robe and a pair of sheepskin slippers, Belldauer had
already set up his easel on the tier of flagstone across from the
wishing fountain.
"You look ravishing," the professor said. "I'll never forget Dr.
Stanley warning us that the models were employees hired solely
to further our artistic development-that we shouldn't look
upon them as women .... I intended ro do exactly that until the
moment you walked into the studio."
Elsa scanned the perimeter of the yard. Over the years, the
rhododendrons and forsythia had grown high enough w block
the neighbors' view. In any case, it was her own property, wasn't
it? She had every right to engage in an artistic pastime on her
own property! Who would dare say otherwise'
"Where would you like me?" she asked.
"How about in front of that fountain? " suggested Belldauer.
"M aybe you could climb up onto the wall so I can capture those
21
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white Aowers behind you."
"Honeysuckle," said Elsa. "During the nineteenth century,"
she added nervously, "ceenaged girls were forbidden co sniff
honeysuckle because che blossoms were believed co induce
unseemly dreams."
"They're stunning Aowers," he answered. "A perfect frame for
a portrait of a stunning woman."
Elsa slid out of her slippers and inched along the scone wall as
though advancing coward che end of a narrow branch. Belldauer
stepped from behind the easel and watched as she allowed the
robe co fall slowly from her shoulders.
How exposed she suddenly was! How vulnerable!
"! feel like a schoolgirl ," said Elsa. ''All jitters and nerves."
Belldauer scared at her body pensively, his fingertips pressed
over his mouth. H e looked as though he were discovering her
for the first time. Elsa felt the shame building inside her. What
a disappointment she muse be! Here he was, clinging co a forcyfive year old visio n of youthful beauty, while all she had co offer
were sagging breasts and cellulite. She wished she'd had che good
sense co keep her cloches on.
Belldauer appeare d troubled. More surp ri sed than
disappointed.
"T hat blue bracelet of yours," he sa id. "What was ir?
Cobalc? "
"! don't know," stam mered Elsa.
"Do you still have ic''
"Maybe," she replied. "I could check for you."
Why had she said chat? For the sake of the charade? Or
because she was mortified ro pose naked on a scone wall in front
of a complete stranger' Morton Belldauer was, after all, nothing
more than a stranger who'd wriccen her a letter by mistake.
Elsa reached for her robe. "I'll be right back," she said, and she
scurri ed ch rough che sliding glass doors inro the living room.
Inside che house, of course, there was nothing Elsa co uld do
except co wait until a sufficient interval of time had elapsed .
She obviously did not own che ocher Elsa Kalamaransky's
22
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cobalt bracelet-or anything she might substitute in its place. If
Belldauer learned rhe truth, she wondered, would he srill track
down the correct Elsa? Or would he cut his losses with her?
Bruce, in Belldauer's shoes, would have worked his hardest to
laugh off the entire episode. He certainly wouldn't have held her
little falsehood against her. Quite the opposite: Bruce was one to
appreciate a stunt so audacious and madcap. He might even have
attempted something truly nutty, once he'd forgiven her- like
inviting the other Elsa K. to join them both for dinner. Bur Elsa
sensed a sober streak in Morton Belldauer chat mighr prevent
rhe man from looking beyond her deceprion so easily.
She waired for the grandfather clock to strike three. On the
third peal, she strode back onto the veranda. Belldauer was seated
on the edge of the stone wall, posed thoughtfully on the very
stones where she was to model.
"I couldn't find the bracelet," said Elsa.
Belldau er nodded. His fin gers kneaded hi s magnificent
forehead.
"I couldn't find the bracelet," she continued, feeling her
tongue grew loose in her mouth, "because I don't have the
bracelet."
"How foolish of me to expect it," he answered. "It has been
forty years."
H e was still scrutinizing her- probably trying to reconcile
her naked body with the image frozen in his memory. Elsa drew
in her breath.
"I never had rhe bracelet," she said. "I have a confession to
make-"
Belldauer held up his hand. "Don't," he warned sharply.
"But I have to," continued Elsa. "I wish so much that I'd been
that woman in your drawing class, but I wasn't."
"Please, don't," Belldauer repeated. Louder. "I already
know."
"You know?"
She could tell by the deep sadness in his face that he'd seen
through her.
23
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"] believed you at first. Forry-five years is a very long time.
Bue I knew che moment you removed your robe," said Belldauer.
"You ·were so shy just now, so gloriously shy. How did you
describe it? 'All nerves and jitters.' Bueche one thing I'll never
forget about the woman who posed for us in Or. Stanley's class
was how confident she was, how comfortable in her own skin.
I'd never seen such sophistication. That's not the sort of selfpossession one ever forgets~not even after forry-five years."
So there it was. Over. Done. What a fool she had been.
''I' ll assume this means you don't wane me to pose for you,"
sa id Elsa .
Belldauer frowned at her, his face beset with graviry. This
must have been the face he used when investigating mysteries
in cuneifo rm. Elsa felt a dark, unforgiving ache pool ing within
her chest.
"Nothin g su rvives forry-five yea rs witho ut evolving," he
answered. "Not attraction, not love, not even memory. Maybe
I'm imagining all that self-possession and soph istication." He
stepped behind the easel decisively. "Of course, I still wane you
to pose," he said. "Why should a lost cobalt bracelet make any
difference' "
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ARIEL'S DAUGHTER

Devon Miller-Duggan

Not knowing what I come fromMan, woman, sprite,

Flower, spume, or mist.
Egged or seeded in a tree
Lullayed by bees,
Suckled on the spit of hummingbirds,
Delivered by dragonflies
Already old, and dripping honey
From my breasts,
Wombless, willow-haired, six-fingered,
Barren keeper of a fertile isle.
The rocks here move on feet,
The trees uproot
And root themselves on reefs around the isle
To keep the sight of ships
From us, the story-wrecked.
All alone with monsters,
Flowery fish, fishy trees,
Wingy flowers, I learn
To catch and eat
The still-beating hearts of birds.
And when I sleep
The dark draws in its fingers
Cutting off the color of my breath.
I do not sleep.
I open oysters, slit their hinges,
Lay them out beneath the moon,
Watch them glisten at the stars,
Then shrivel in the rising sun,
Dead around their pearls.
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OF SILENCE

Salvacore Attardo

what is it like
thinking the shape of silence
from the side of the dead?
how is it done,
forgetting the shape of days
among both the living and the dead?
the shape of things co come
does not bother the bookkeepers
the short order cooks
the surveyo rs who measure the size of silence
who draw the maps that on ly count for the living
silence is a metaphor on this side
what does it stand for, among the dead?
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STRANGER HERE, MYSELF

Salvatore Attardo

Bad poets always believe
in their metaphors
and end up working for the government
Caught berween treasons
I eat chocolate
and dream
I wish I had
drinking buddies to show
for all this running around
You say things are strange there
I chink they are stranger here, myself.
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Rumit Pancholi
for Michaela Valentino

The man behind the dark podium
parts his book of euphemisms
and reads with a stutter
like a child with stage fright.
We look on, patting the backs
of the old ones,
abuzz as if refusing Ru shots,
shimmying to the end of the queue,
our saltwater fish circling
the iron insides of a dragnet.
We are their elegists with one brow up,
unsure of our own words, unrecited
and acidic. We are trained
ro read with sincerity and pause
for a tissue between the end of one page
and the start of the next,
as he shakes his head no,
turning blue, unable to go on.
We learn that this, roo,
is a part of the performance
so we do not startle
when his wooden replica
takes over, finishes in monotone.
From a corner, we see
the man's face return to white
as if risen from a womb
to release the one distended breath
he's held since birth.
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TOUR OF THE DROWNED NEIGHBORHOOD

Blake Buder

This is rhe yard where the dogs would sit by the half-wrecked
shed and sweat. Dad often tied them so tight they couldn't crane
their necks. Their backs Aea-bit and wrecked with mange and
xylophonic ribs. Moxie, Skipper, Moonbeam. Remember their
howling in the hot nights when the ambulances screamed by.
Remember the scummy Aex of their brown backs, the lather
of their sweat like suds. The year I snuck them each a sliver of
my birthday cake, age I 3-fudge batter, banana frosting. You
should have seen those dumb dogs' eyes.
This is the driveway, cracked with gravel from the groaning of
the earth. These are my initials scraped into the wet cement
for wh ich my father blacked my eye. His Corvette sat for years
there dripping, no amount of wrench or sweat bringing it back
ro life, until finally one day the wind lifted it Straight off inro
the air. Remember how on brown August days mom would
come out and spread a towel and tan in her underwear where
all could see. Her name carved in a stall of the middle school's
boy's bathroom-another box now undersea.
Imagine these houses taking on water. The co ld Autter of family
lungs.
This is an electric chain-link fence.
This is a picture window with no picture.
This is my parents' bedroom where, when they slept, he'd lock
the knob. The drywall damp between us not thick enough ro
keep a quiet. How dad would shower her in shouting. How mom
would cough as if she'd rip. Remember emphysema. Remember
how quick the disease spread. Remember the nights I woke with
29
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nightmare and went to crawl in bed between them, finding only
a door that wouldn't budge, a cold metal bauble in my hand.
Here's my room with the bunk beds I've slept in since I was seven,
long after my feet hung off the end. Here's a picture of my first
girlfriend, who I never got a chance to kiss or nuzzle. This is
my videotape collection. This is a butterfly knife. A conch. This
is the toenail I lost after kicking the side of the house in anger.
This is a 1952 Topps Mickey Mantle rookie card in near-mint
condition.
This is a drawing of me on the top of a mountain waving hello
or goodbye.
Imagine my innards flush with water. Imagine endless rain.
This is the chimney, where once a year we'd catch a bird. You
could hear it singing through the whole house, in the attic, in
my sleep. Chirrup chirrup. Dad would get so mad he'd stand
in the hearth with a broom. He'd shriek and curse and stir up
dust. If he couldn't scare the bird free, he'd start a fire. The
smoke curling up its beak lines. Within an hour, the chirrup
ceased. I guess the bodies stayed stuck up there somewhere, lost
in charcoal smudge.
Imagine how when the water rose high enough to cover the
whole house. How you could see the tip of the chimney on the
lip-an eye.
This is the cul-de-sac where I once socked my neighbor for
saying my parents were going to die. Bobby had a srye over his
right eye from not sleeping-bright yellow, oozing, swollen so
big he couldn't blink. He said he'd read the Bible and there was
still time for absolution.
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Remember how his was the first body I saw floating bloated on
the rain, a school of malformed fan fish nipping at his back.
Remember how you never know it's coming until it's there and
then it's there.
Imagine how they swam until their arms ached, their lungs
heavy in their chest.
1l1is is a ruined veranda.
This is where I sometimes liked to hide.
This is the mouth of the sewer. Vortex of lost balls. Remember
how on hot days you could see the heat rise in wavy lines. How,
on that first day, after six hours of torrential downpour, the
manhole overflowed and bubbled, and the water spread out from
around it, washing sludge and shit into the street.
This is a makeshift graveyard where we all buried our pets. No
one could say who'd started, but you could count a hundred
markers: cats, dogs, ferrets, snakes, hamsters, goldfish, lizards.
The dirt was soft and loamy, fat with earthworms, ripe, alive.
In April the flowers grew here first. Remember when Moxie
died-followed by both Moonbeam and Skipper within hours,
as if one lived off the other, as if connected in the pulse-my
father carried them one over each shoulder. He made me watch
while he struck ground, heaving. The emphysema had him too.
My mother began to recite a benediction, and he told her to
shut her mouth.
This is blacktop concrete, great for skinning knees.
This is a children's playground.
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Imagine secondary drowning where inhaled salrwater foams up
in the lungs and makes it hard co breathe.
This is a spacious 4-bed, 2. 5 bath colonial with formal dining
area, fi replace, walkout basement, in-ground sprinklers, and a
kidney-bean-shaped pool.
This is the Andercons', the Banks', the Barrens', the Butlers',
th e Carlyles', the C anters', the C rumps' , th e D avidsons' ,
the Dumbl econs', the Fulcons' , the Grants', th e Griggs' , the
Guzmans', th e Kranzs', the Lotts', the Peaveys', the Peerys',
the Pendlecons' , the Rays', the Rurledges', th e Smiths', th e
Srutzmans', the Weidingers', the Woods', the Worths'.
Imagine shallow water blackout, heart arrack, thermal shock,
and stroke. The skies alive with color. No light, no sting, no
sound.
This is street number 7 13, which sat abandoned since I was
eight. Murmur of murder. Phantom life. The paint was green
and chipping. The grass had grown up around the hedges, the
trees leafless year-round. Sometimes in the evenings you'd see
a light come on upstairs. Remember the summer some kid's
cousin went in during night. How he didn't co me back out for
hours, and later they found he'd fallen through the stairwell
and snapped his back. Remember the way I sat up evenings as
a preteen already balding, staring through my bedroom window
at the house with one eye and then the other.
This is the last square of the sidewalk.
This is telephone wire.
This is mud.
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This is a rowboat, long abandoned, rotten, mired in stagnant
water.

This is the steeple, still uncovered-the high mark of the Rood's
thread. Remember the copper swallow of communion, the tab
pressed against the tongue. Remember trying to imagine how
my father could stand the burn of every evening; how his throat
must have been mottled from all he'd poured through there, I
imagined. How he'd seen me come home through the front door
in my Sunday suit and spat.
Imagine the ocean approaching overhead. Imagine waking up
under dripping ceiling. The puddle plodding on the carpet, the
water already having filled mostly up the stairs. My parents'
bedroom on the first floor. The coughing covered, calm.
Remember my mother's wet head in the bedroom, a hundred
thousand thin, blonde fiber fingers spreading out as I swam
down ro kiss her face.
This is a quiet evening.
This-I'm not quite sure.
Imagine nowhere. Imagine nothing. A world all swollen and
asleep.
These are the tips of tallest trees-the funny firs up to their
wrecked necks, spreading out distended undersea. Notice the
new nests brimmed with egg. The mothers' wings weak, Rown
for hours after food over the Rat, shimmering face of endless
water.
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W. Todd Kaneko

Paint a boy's room turquoise and aqua
so he will dream of the ocean.
A starfish on the cei ling. A seahorse
behind the door. The outlines of fishermen
casting their nets beside the window.
The backyard cannot contain the soggy
night-a shadow-drenched shawl
draped across the glass, obscuring
krakens in the briny gloom.
The King of the Sea relishes the depth of
blankets, his father's tuneless song overflowing
the kitchen and the dusky caste of saltwater.
Memory is never so simple as talking co fish.
Guppies and occopi have little co offer
an old man lose in chis pink coral.
The mythological parts of the brain:
hippocampus, amygdala, crown chakrachey swallow quilts and mermaids,
leavi ng on ly manatees and nakedness
in the reef. Perhaps Atlantis was imagined, or
perhaps it was invented by scurrilous eels,
a lure for seahorses stampeding and crashing,
swelling like high-tide, like a whale's lullaby
trickling over the rim of a seashell.
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A SEA So QurnT
Jona Colson

You would chink I go mad with grief
when the white sails fill- billowing our
like a pregnant belly into the cold sky
making no sound. Ir is a sea so quiet even the waves
are silenced in their swells. I am taught to interpret
these signs-the slight of the keel, the swing of the boomas we ghost past Thomas Point Lighthouse.
The keel cuts like a marble blade through the brackish water,
the stern refuses ro wake, and the Captain, deciding
not ro fight, learns ro live here, though it is bitter
in his throat- the way silence affects everyone in the end.
But, even the sea a vow of dumbness? Nobody touches.
We are the only two in existence-all hands forward ro strike
and secure the mainsail. Time ceases where invisible
figures move below the surface-how much life can be
kept in by the sea, how much clings to the surface of the boat,
a space where seaweed holds to fiber bathed by water.
I will stay here until the seaweed takes root and the fossils surface
because the quiet present dissolves like salt
and soon sound will drown us all our.
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HANDS

Jona Colson

A tapestry of silk once stretched tight now hangs loose
and yields with creases and paths. The skin on her hands
is almost nothing, yet I know she
held me, malleable and male, in a yellow bolt
of cloth-her fin gernails trimmed back as fa r as
possible to avoid scratch ing newborn skin .
Now, her finge rs turn and twist against themselves,
like stems of wild roses-reaching out
into delicate air. When she holds me at the door,
I know her hands understand the cool love
to fever, the light to heat, and chests of days
that close around us, and I can sometimes
feel her fingers straighten and her skin tense
vowing to hold strong and smooth as if years
collapsed and the nerves refused to age.
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ALL THE

ORNAMENTS OF CELEBRATION

Brian Russell

The Oriental Orchid, the only one
we asked about and no wonder-its ancient
scent: our history of separation
unsifting. We are pink with fascination .
One of us notices the yellow of bulldozers. One
of us, the yellow of prayer Rags.
Suddenly we're part of something natu ral.
Our fascination fans itself below temples.
We say a few words for the past, don't forget
to make mention of progress .
We wish fo r this
closeness- satellite and tower-for ourselves.
There is an allure of the sacred·, especially
when it is not ours: we nod our heads;
the things we love must be burned.
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Brian Russell

Our great cities once builc
us in their image. One by one
they gave us
names, our countless variations
of progress. So we are all
and always their children,
moving furiously in every direction, in great number and
with great speed and withour
question. But they want to tell us our moving
forward is just another way of coming home.
Where our fathers rise like shimmering towers over
the violent night. And our motherschose beautiful enterprises who leave a light on.
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Patricia Engel
She told me her real name was Davida, that she was named for
four men who came before her in her fami ly and that her older
brother escaped the tradition because he was a diseased baby
who Saint Anthony saved, so his name is Tony. She said she can't
remember who starred calling her Vida bur that it happened
here in Mi am i. In Colombia she was never called anything bur
her given name, bur over here Vida stuck which she said was
okay with her because rhar plane ride over the Caribbean broke
her life in two.
I mer her at my boyfriend's house, a small pink stucco cube in
El Portal. He's Hungarian and has a cluster of compatriots that
get together at his place for weekly barbecues in rhe backyard.
I was one of the newer girlfriends, and Vida had been with her
guy, Sacha, for at least a year or two. Bur when she showed up
she always had those same skittish eyes, like a stray cat who
knows it's about ro be chased off. She hardly spoke to anyone.
Ir was her man who did the talking with a fixed hand on Vida's
waist, and you'd almost think she was his prisoner if it wasn't
for the way she always dipped her mouth into rhe curve of his
neck and marked him with kisses. Sacha never broke away from
her except to hover around the grill with the other Hungarians,
poke the steaks and talk in their language about the old days
in Veszprem.
I didn't mind those barbecues. The boyfriend and I were
doing well at the six month mark, and I bear our rhe other two
gi rls he was sleeping with when I mer him; a Mexican and a
Nicaraguan. Didn't rake a genius to see that rhe boyfriend and
his friends had a thing for girls with a ran but I didn't care. I'd
been living in Florida for three years already and only had a few
ex-boyfriends to show for it. No female friends and a comm unity
coll ege reaching job rhar always left me fea ring for the future
of our youth.
Vida raised an eyebrow at me rhe first rime she heard I
39
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was Colombian. The boyfriend said it when he introduced us, as
if that's all we needed to become like sisters. I had co clarify that
I was U.S.-born, it was my parents who were true Colombians,
and Vida accepted that, even appreciated that I took the time co
authenticate myself co her. She found my Spanish amusing. Said
I talked like it was the seventies. That's the Span ish my parents
left with, I cold her, the Spanish I learned in our house mixed
with the telenovela talk I picked up on Telemundo. The other
girlfriends, a Russian girl named Irina and two Hungarian sisters
named Valeska and Marina, mostly kept to each other. That left
Vida and me to take refuge in each other those long afternoons
around the picnic table.
Vida didn't work officially. I knew she was illegal like my
boyfriend, most of his friends , and about half of Miami. But she
was pretty: lean with high hips, dollar-green eyes, and bouncy
black hair. I didn't see why she couldn't get a job in a restaurant
or a score. She cold me she cleaned houses sometimes, even
offered to clean mine for cheap. She said she did makeup nice
too, and ifl had a party to go to I should give her a call. I asked
her where she learned, and she got a faraway look in her eyes
and said, "I used to do pageants."
I cold her my mom was a beauty queen in her former life.
She was a plain Bogota nerd and deaf in one ear, until some guy
pulled her off the street and into a pageant and she ended up
a Miss Colombia finalist. The following year, she married my
father and moved to Flushing and later to New Jersey where she
traded in her tacones altos for driving shoes . Vida seemed to be
doing me the favor of listening, and when I was through she
only asked me where New Jersey was in relation to Florida.
One day, Vida moved past the usual light talk about the
weather and food and asked me flat out what I was doing with
my boyfriend.
"[ don't see you with him," she said with such authority that
I felt childish, which was absurd since I was five years older.
"[ just like him," I cold her, which was true. The boyfriend and
I met at the gym where he worked out aging divorcees, sometimes
40
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sleeping with them to lift their spirits. He confessed that to me
on our first date. We didn't have much else in common, that was
no secret. And logistically it wasn't ideal because the boyfriend
was in a green-card marriage to a Cuban girl that cost him ten
thousand, of which he still owed five.
He was a boyfriend for the shadows, somebody my parents
didn't know existed. A boyfriend I spent nearly every night with
but with whom I didn't envision any other life. He drove me to
the doctor when I had the Ru. Took me to the movies and let
me pick them. But once I found a text message on his phone
from a woman named Gisela who said she was dreaming of his
penis and something in me split. But I never told him.
Vida asked me ifI still believed in love. Asked me as if it was
someth ing like Santa C laus or El Coco, an imaginary creature
sent to taunt us as kids and inspire fantasies. I shook my head,
and it hurt my heart a little to do so.
"Me neither," she said with a pride that I wanted for
myself.
The boyfriend worked days at the gym but ran a little side
business at night as a private driver. When they wanted to get
fucked up on South Beach, the clients called and he'd drive
them around in their own car. The boyfriend and Sacha were
partners and they rotated jobs, but on some nights they'd both
get stuck working. On one such night the boyfriend suggested I
hang out with Vida. Told me she was lonely, had no friends and
couldn't drive herself anywhere. I picked her up at her apartment
complex, which I'd never been to because she and Sacha always
met us when we went out together.
The apartment was a shoddy place on upper Collins near the
banged-up motels and right off of drug dealer's row. She was
sitting on the front steps, smoking a cigarette when I pulled up,
her hair pulled into a ponytail, wearing jeans and a pink blouse.
Almost looking like a private-school girl who got lost in the
wrong neighborhood.
I thought we'd go for a drink or maybe get dinner, but Vida
41
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only wanted co go the beach, even started begging me co cake
her there like I was her mother or something.
We bought some media noches at a little Cu ban place and
parked just before Haulover Beach. Though clouds covered the
moon and the shore was dim with night, Vida pulled off her
sandals and ran cowards the water, went in up co her knees, and
splashed around in the foam. I sat on the sand and watched her
lose herself, shouting things at the clouds. When she came back
co my side on the sa nd , she ripped into her sandwich and told
me she sti ll couldn't grasp the immensity of the ocean, that until
last year she'd only seen it on film and on the plane ride over.
"I thought you've been here for years already," I cold her.
Which was true. She'd cold me she came to Miami at rwencyone, and I knew she was already rwenty-three.
"That's true," she said, rubbing the sand off her ankles with
her free hand. "Bue they didn't let me out of the house the first
year."
"What house?"
"Where I was wo rking."
I imagined a horrible employer. A family who hired her as a
muchacha. I saw tons of young girls in white maid's uniforms
all over Miami, pushing strollers at the park and grocery carts at
che supermarket. Maybe she had a boss who locked her away. I'd
heard of chat. My mom's muchacha was full of terror stories.
Vida faced me, but all I saw was the ou dine of her hair and
the car lights Rashing in the distance behind her.
"U na casa de sicas."

If my second-generation Spanish was correct, she sa id a
brothel. A place where rhey cake appointments with women.
I didn't know how else to say it, so I asked her as plainly as I
could what she was doing rhere. And just like chat, she said,
they'd made her a puca.
She pulled her hair out of its tie and wrapped it back up
again.
"You chink differen dy of me now, don't yo u, Sabina?"
"No, of course not."
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"I was a nice girl once. N ice family. Everything."
There were so many things I wanted to ask her. Did her family
know? Did Sacha know' How did she end up in there and how
did she get our? How long did she stay?
'Tm so sorry," I said like an idiot.
We started talking about other things. She told me that Sacha
agreed to pay for her to go to beauty school to learn how to do
hair and nails, and that he knew a Russian lady in Aventura who
would give her a job off the books. Her eyes shone as she told
me that her dream was to open her own salon one day.
On the walk back to my car she told me it was her hairdresser
who brought her over to Miami. A transvestite named Fito
who always did her hair and makeup for the beauty pageants
gratis because he said Vida was the best investment in her town,
Usme. H e told her family he had contacts in Miami and wo uld
get Vida auditions at all the Spanish networks so she could be
a presentadora on Sabado G igante or something.
"And your parents let you go, just like that?" I was so used
to the overprotective pair I'd been dealt. Couldn't imagine how
they could just send her off.
"Oh, my mother had me drinking water from the Flower of
Jerusalem. It was supposed to bless me and send me on a journey,
so, when Fito offered to pay for my ticket, Marni thought it was
the work of God."
I had to ask. Flower of Jerusalem ?
"She kept it in a glass bowl next to the television, and we
had to feed it fresh river water every week or it would curse us.
It's was only when I went to an American grocery store for the
first time that I realized I'd been praying all my life to a shitake
mushroom."
I was laughing, but Vida just shrugged it off and went on
with her story. Said that when she and Fito landed at Miami
International he disappeared, and some other guys ushered her
into a car, stuck a gun into her stomach , informed her chat Fito
had sold her for seven thousand dollars chat she had to pay off
starting now.
43
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I couldn't sleep rhar night. The boyfri end returned fro m wo rk
exhausted , rolled around next to me, pulled the blankets off
of me, pulled me close and asked if I want to make love, bur I
fe igned indigestion. I couldn't stand the nighr or his touch. I'd
sworn mysel f to silence, nor wanting to betray Vida's confession.
If I to ld the boyfriend, he would tell Sacha who I was certain
would then reject her, as I'd known many a man who loved to
hold a girl's past against her.
"fo e boyfri end grew up in a two-roo m ho use o n a dusty patch
of land with chickens that became dinner. His fa ther left his
mo m when she was pregnant with him , and rhe lady never
remarried. They had a car that was constantly pregnant, bur
the kittens always disappeared within days of their bi rth. W hen
the boyfri end was seven he caught his mother drowning them
in a bucker, so mething rhar still caused him nightmares. W hen
he rook me to the winter carnival that year, we spotted a car
stranded in rhe middle of the Palmetto Expressway, crouched
agai nst rhe highway divider. The boyfri end stopped the car,
nea rly causing an accident, and ran into rhe darkness to rescue
it. The car lived with him now and often left decapitated mice
o n the ki tchen floo r. "Because he loves me," sa id the boyfri end.
"H e knows I saved his life."
The boyfri end was tall with enormous thigh muscles and a
back rh ar was wide and defined like the smoo th ripples of rhe
Sahara. H e had stretch marks on his biceps from a few cycles of
teenage stero ids, and mo re wrinkles around his blue eyes than
you'd thin k a guy his age should have. No matter how many
showers he rook he still had the musty smell of a worko ut, and
sometimes I left bite marks on his shoulders and neck just to
keep rhe other women away. I didn't used to be this terri to rial.
The boyfri end thought it was cure; a Larin thing.
W hen he and Sacha convened and fell into their Hungarian
slang, sounds and intonations reminding me that we would never
really understand the other, I looked to Vid a. She was sitting on
the lawn chair with her knees curled into her chest, a ciga rette
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propped ro her lips by her long red nails.
"They could be brothers," she said.
It was true. They looked like twins with their creamy
complexion, shaved heads, and box-smashed noses.
She asked me how I met the boyfriend , and I told her the
prepackaged story: I was sweating on the treadmill, and he picked
me up. Most people laughed when I said that, but Vida gave me
her still eyes, then offered a half smile as if to appease me.
"How did yo u meet Sacha?"
"You don't know?"
"No."

"The house. H e worked there too. H e was the guard."
We were speaking Spanish, so I know that he couldn't have
known what we were saying but Sacha appeared within a
second, pulled Vida up by the elbow towards the driveway. She
seemed defiant as he talked into her face. She crossed her arms
and looked away, at the ground, up to the sky, even to me on
the other side of the yard. When she came back, I asked her if
everything was all right, and she rolled her eyes as if she was
bored with all this. "Such a big production," she said. "Just to
tell me he loves me."
I was exaggerating before when I said that I had no female friends
in Florida.! had one: Jessamy. A thin-lipped strawberry blonde.
The kind of American white that doesn't know what it is but if
you ask will probably say Scottish and Welsh. This is odd to me
because my parents know our family line ten generations back
and five ways wide.
Jess and I were new teachers together, bur she couldn't stand
it so she left after a year, got her real-estate license, and now all
she talked about were interest rates. Usually we'd meet fo r coffee
because she was only willing to break away from her new fiance
for one-hour blocks at a time.
She'd never ask about the boyfriend because she thought he
was loser, and whenever she got on my case about him I avoided
her for a month or two. I wanted to tell her about Vida because
45
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Jess did a stint as a social worker befo re teaching,and I thought
she might have something to say about it, but, when I sta rted,
she go t that look like she wished I'd cut it and finally sighed," [
don't know why you hang around those people, Sabina."
I was pissed bur held back. If nor, the first words out of
my mouth would be, "I don't want your li fe, Jess. I'm no r like
you.
And her next question would be, "Well who exactly are you
rrying to be?"
I wasn't ready for that either.
Later that night, when the boyfriend and I were eating pasta
in front of the television, I cold him I saw Jessamy earlier.
"I don't know why you hang around her," the boyfriend said
as if his food had suddenly become spoiled. "Thar girl has the
fear of life in her eyes."
I defended her. Said she was my fri end , bu r the boyfriend
wasn't listening. Flipping channels with his free hand, shoveling
linguine into his mouth with the other. Afterwards, we smoked
cigarettes on the balcony and then went to bed. We weren't one
of those couples who fall asleep like interrwined roots . We kept
to our separate sides of the mattress, only came together to fu ck
and ro push each ocher our of bed in the morning.
Vida had many smiles. Careful ones, small ones. The harsh but
sexy ones she gave Sacha that looked like more of a decoy. But
sometimes a sunrise ripped across her face, and she smil ed like
it was going to save her life.
Like at the beach or when she spoke of her fami ly. She smiled
even when she cold me how she worked in a flower shop in El
Centro Andino only ro give her money to her father who would
then gam ble it away, and how her brother Tony worked as a
mechanic and a messenger for gangsters, ate every meal with a
gun next to his plate, which is why she had no problem with
cleaning Sacha's gun for him. She said she had a little sister named
Justina who worked in the kitchen of a diplomat's house, and
they were training her to serve dinner for dignita ries and maybe
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one day she'd get to work for one of the overseas ambassadors.
Her mom, she said, was a gentle woman who worked as a
companion to an old scientist who was going senile. She had to
sleep in the old man's house most nights because he had a habit
of wandering into the street and had once been lost for two
days before Vida's mom recovered him on the steps of the gold
museum talking about Bolivar to anyone who would listen.
It was Vida's mother who encouraged her to be a beauty queen
and made Vida's competition dresses herself. And Vida had paid
off, winning Reina de la Primavera, Reina de Azucar, Reina de
las Flores, and even Reina de Usme. People said she had a gift;
even her priest said she had been blessed with beauty to bring
money to her family. Back then, she said, all she hoped for was
a regional tide. But then Fito, el pato peluquero, put it in her
head that she needed to aim higher: Miami. "The Jerusalem for
Colombians" is how she put it. Enter shitake mushroom.
We were at the beach by 41st Street. I was on a school break
and the boyfriend was at work. I still didn't know what Sacha's
day job was and gave up asking. Vida and I were stretched
across towels in our bikinis, and she stared into the sky as if
she could see her whole history projected into the clouds like
a movie screen.
Two or three times, guys wandered over to our spot of sand
and tried to flirt, but Vida cursed them, inspiring some insults
about how we were stuck-up sluts, to which she only laughed.
"] hate men most of the time," she told me.
I asked her how she ended up with Sacha, said that they
seemed like a good couple, which was only a half-lie.
"There were four of us, and we each had a bedroom. Sacha
sat in the waiting area most of the time. Collected money.
Watched for police. Made sure that we didn't try to escape. But
I could see that he liked me. I worked at earning his trust. It
was obvious that he was lonely. It's wasn't so hard, Sabina. You
can get a lonely person to do anything."
She paused, lit herself a fresh cigarette.
"It took a year but one day he said he loved me and chat he
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wanted us co be together like normal people, away from the
house. He gave the ocher girls money so they could run away, and
the two of us left together. We had co hide for months because
his boss had people searching everywhere. But time passed. And
now we are okay."
My friend Jess would say it was the freak factor chat drew
me co Vida. That she was a novelty ace for me, a living movie
complete with exploitation of Latinas. There was also the vanity
element, chat in her I saw a parallel life, one chat my mother
always imagined aloud: the "What if we had stayed co live in
Colombia'" narrative. She always said I would have grown up
with better manners, been more feminine, and chat probably I
would have figured out how to be married by now.
And then there were the Colombian horror stories chat my
parents and their expatriate friends cold each other whenever
they got together for ajiaco and vallenatos, co appease their guilt
for having left the motherland.
"Un pais de locos!" The men would shake their heads in
shame, repeating headlines ripped from El Tiempo. Headlines
about the guerrilla and paramilitary infiltrating the cities.
Political corruption, baby trafficking, child prostitutes. The land
mine capital of the world .
"Que vergiienza," Papi would say as if talking about an
alcoholic parent.
My parents and their friends all congratulated themselves for
having American-raised kids who only had to see Colombia on
vacation. The last time I'd been back was at nineteen, spending
two weeks at tea parties with the old relatives who liked ro speak
French to each ocher for kicks, and the cousins who hung out
at El Country and made it their mission to get me wasted on
aguardiente in La Zona Rosa every night of the week.
And then there was my cia's muchacha, a girl named Claribel
who had a secret history we weren't supposed to mention chat
involved getting raped by a half-brother at fourteen, resulting in
a baby who was adopted by an Italian family. Claribel who had
to put in a good two years of service before my aunt would pay
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for her to gee her high school diploma on Sarurday mornings.
Claribel who drifted ch rough the rooms of my aunt's house like
a ghost, making our beds and shining our shoes without our
asking.
"Do you ever think of going back?" I finally asked Vida.
"Every day. But first I have to think of a story to tell my
family, to explain what I've been doing here so far."
Dolor ajena is what they call it. Feeling pain on behalf of
someone else. A pain that is not your own. No succinct way to
say it in English. I suppose that's how we get by.
I'm not that charitable. Nothing in me said I should help
Vida. Give her money from my savings so she could buy a plane
ticket back home. Hook her up with a counselor at my school,
someone to talk her through her dramas. Help her heal. None
of that. I just wanted to drink her up like everyone else.
She asked me if I had some old clothes that I could give her.
Hers were worn through so that the seams on her jeans looked as
if they might give at any moment. I never wore cloches enough
for chem to disintegrate from wear. Always tossed them on a
wh im to make room for more. I showed up at her place with
three shopping bags' worth, and she poured through my things
like they were spun from gold, trying things on and modeling
chem in her crappy living room. Sacha was in the bedroom,
supposedly on the phone with some client. They had a small
balcony that opened onto a back parking lot, and the kitchenette
smelled like grease.
She walked across the room like it was a runway, posed, and
for a second I got a glimpse of that beauty queen. Her prize smile,
lashes that fluttered their way inro a judge's favorable graces.
She was wearing a blue dress with an arabesque print. A dress
I bought in a Las Olas boutique and never wore. It sat in my
closet for a year waiting for a party, a romantic summer dinner,
nights that never happened. It looked like it was made for Vida,
clung ro her round breasts and the thin straps were the perfect
length so that the fabric draped off her behind like the bows of
49
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a palm tree.
The only way she could think to thank me was by doing my
nails for me. She pulled out a plastic tub, filled it with water
and soap and washed my feet for me in a way that made me
ashamed. She was proud of herself, telling me she already knew
how to do all the stuff that they teach at the beauty academy.
She'd cruise right through it, she said, be their best student ever,
just as soon as Sacha gave her the money to enroll.
She chose the color. A light pink because she said I struck
her as a natural sort of girl. One who doesn't like to wear bold
make up and who always wears solid colors.
"A natural nail varnish," she said, "because it's quiet and
honest. Like you."
And this only made me feel like more of a phony.
The boyfriend slept with another girl. I asked him straight
out, and he confessed. Said it happened twice and that it was
another lady from the gym. Forty. Divorced twice. Panamanian.
I know because I asked for details, and I was so angry all I could
think of ro say was, "Panama used to be Colombia, you fucking
asshole."
I had a canned defense. Said I hoped it was worth it. You lost
me. Lost me. Lost me. Gave him a wall of silence, unreturned
phone calls, adjusted to my life without him, the hole in my
evenings and the cold bed. Returned to life before the Hungarian.
Sunday without his grill. His friends. Without Vida, the living
documentary.
And then I caved in. Because I am weak. Like everyone else
who can't do anything based on real principles. Thought of my
father. How he would shake his head and say I have no character.
That he didn't raise me for this kind of treatment. And when my
parents called to check up on me, I closed my eyes and mumbled
that everything was fine while the boyfriend fell asleep with his
head in my lap like nothing.
When I saw Vida again, this time for dinner, the four of us,
at an Argentinean place on 79th, she and I fell into our Spanish
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while the boys talked business in their language.
"I didn't think you would take him back," she said softly.
"Neither did I."
Later, the boys suggested we get a bottle of wine and drink it
on the beach. Normally Vida loved the beach, but with Sacha
and the boyfriend there she seemed indifferent. As the boys
got drunk and did Rips in the sand, Vida lit herself cigarette
after cigarette. She had an eye on Sacha as he and the boyfriend
frolicked like little boys in the sand. H e blew her a kiss, and she
stared back under a veil that looked a lot like contempt.
"The owners of the house used to surprise us at night
sometimes. Once, they went extra hard on me, punched my eyes
so that I couldn't open them for days. I never was allowed out
except two or three times when Sacha let me smoke a cigarette
with him behind the house. But after that beating, he put me
on his motorcycle, and all I felt was the wind because I couldn't
see. I held him as tight as I could, but I was in so much pain I
thought for sure I would fall off and die on the road. And then
I smelled the change in the air. Salty and sweet at once, and he
carried me into the water. At first it stu ng but then I opened
my eyes and saw the sea in front of me, all around me. We were
in our clothes but wet up to our necks. He held me so I could
Roat, didn't talk so I could listen to only the waves. And when
he returned me to the house and put m e back into the bedroom
where I lived, I thought it's not his fault that he is so cruel. We'd
all become different creatures."
And just when I started to think of her and Sacha as some
kind of weird fa irytale, Vida turned to me and declared that she
was no Erendira.
She told me other things.
She said there were four girls and they were expected to see
clients whenever they showed up, and could only sleep a few
hours at a time. One of the girls wore a bikini all the time and
wo uld do anything for drugs, and the owner of the house, a guy
named Raul, kep t her supplied. One girl, Vida told me, hardly
ever spoke, and once they raped her so badly that she bled for
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hours in the shower. There was a woman doctor who came to
see the girls when Sacha called, bur she was cruel and Vida was
pretty sure all the gi rls were sterilized during o ne of those brutal
exam inations. Vida heard of a girl who was there before her, who
managed to have a client fall in love with her and buy her debt
to the house. So me girls thought she was like a C inderella while
Vida thought the client probably made the girl his personal slave.
Vida said the ocher girls resented that Sacha rook a liking to her,
that she tried to explain to them char she had a plan for seducing
him to get them all free, bur char Sacha sca rred encouraging
clients to pick o cher girls so Vida wouldn't have to work. For
chis, Vida said she would never forgive herself.
One of the cl ients let Vida use his cell phone to call her
parents, bur when she heard her father's vo ice she hung up the
phone. She said she lived in her dreams for a long rime. Thought
of an o ld boyfriend she used to have, a guy named Fernando
who moved to Brooklyn to be wi th his father when they were
still in high school. H e wrote her a few rimes bur the letters
stopped, and Vida cold herself char, when she was finally free,
she'd go find him . And then the beari ngs, she said . Every time
the bruises faded, there came another round.
All this and it never occurred to me to ask Vida where chis
house of horro rs was. I never thought to report it to the police,
to see if the house was still in operation. Help her expose Fico,
maybe help the girls who would fo llow.
None of char. I just listened.
Thar New Year's Eve, the Hungarians had a parry in a mansion
on H ibiscus Island. The owners were off skiing, and one of the
boyfriend's friends was the caretaker, lived in the guesthouse
and had run of the place when th e pa tro ns were away. We
drank champagne on the boat dock, watched the fireworks over
Biscayne Bay. The boyfriend pull ed me into his sid e as we sat
on the concrete ledge, our roes skimming the dark canal water.
We had our midnight kiss, hugged all the friends. Vida wrapped
her skinny arms around my neck, and we roasted privately to
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the future.
On our way home, I asked the boyfriend if he knew that
Vida used to be a prostitute and that Sacha was her warden. He
didn't lift his eyes from the causeway. Just nodded, palms closing
tighter around the steering wheel.
"I don't know how she can stand to be with him."
The boyfriend looked over at me, a shot of anger in his eyes.
"He almost got killed because of her. They hunted him for
months."

"He watched them beat her, rape her, and sell her."
"She never tried to escape."
"They shot a girl in the back once for trying to run away."
"They just told the girls that to keep them from trying," he
laughed.
"How could you have known about it all and done
nothing?"

That set him off. The boyfriend pulled over right there on the
Venetian and wrapped his fat knuckles around my shoulder, his
rough fingertips carving into my skin.
"It was just a job, Sabina. He had to make a living too. It's
not his fault they took her there. If it wasn't for him she'd still
be there."
"Being a witness can make a person just as guilty."
A solid minute passed. The boyfriend's eyes drove into mine,
and I refused to soften . H e wasn't my lover anymore but an
accomplice to something terrible and his hands on my body
felt like weights. The strange thing is that he was looking at
me with a blend of hatred and confusion. We didn't recognize
each other anymore. Or maybe we were seeing each other for
the first time.
"Get out of the car, Sabina."
But as soon as he said it, he relented. Pulled me into his chest
with that same heavy hand and pushed my hair off my face,
kissing my cheeks and forehead with his dry, chapped lips.
I wish I'd gotten out. Had a little integrity and walked home
by foot, each step reminding me how off-track in my life I was.
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Bue I didn't move. Lee the boyfriend drive me home and let him
sleep in my bed and everything else.
Vida and I both woke up the next day with the same idea. She
called me while the boyfriend was still sleeping and Sacha was
out for an errand fo r one of his clients.
She didn't even have to say it. I already kn ew.
Later chat day she told Sacha she was going to buy cigarettes.
I cold che boyfriend I was visiting Jessamy. I picked up Vida on
th e co rner of her block, and we drove al l che way to Orlando
before we stopped for a toilet. Didn't talk che whole way either.
le was only there chat we realized we needed a plan.
We drove for something like thirty hours. W hen we got to the
New Jersey line I called my parents and said to expect us. They
were nice to my new friend.Vida, didn't understand why they'd
never heard of her, or what we were doing there in New Jersey
in the dead of January with no luggage and still in our Miami
cloches . I dressed her up in one of my high school sweaters,
gave her so me thick socks and duck boots. Made her look like
a real suburbanite.
I slept in my childhood bedroom , and she slept next door in
the one chat belonged to my brother. I went into my parents'
room early th e next morning and shut the door behind me. Vida
was still sleeping. 1 cried to explain ro chem as much as I could
but stopped shore in several places, every time I saw my mother
lift her palm co cover her heart.
I'm a coward. I hid when my parents cook Vida into the
kitchen, pushed some breakfast her way and tried co talk some
truth out of her while their muchacha, Luz, pretended co be
busy cho pping vegetables for the lunch soup.
I listened from the hallway as Vida complimented the coffee
and asked for another bagel. My mother rold her she could use
our phone co call her parents and Vida declined.
"They must be worried about yo u," sa id Papi.
I knew chat's all it would cake. The face of a father. Any
father.
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Vida started to cry, and Papi had an in. Offered her a ticket
home. Or he said, she could stay here and they'd figure something
else out. But my mother pushed her towards Colombia. Said it's
not a question of dreams anymore. It's a question of love and
she should be with her family for now.
Seems so easy now. After all those confessions on the beach.
Problems solved by a long ass drive and my dad's credit card.
The next day, she was home.
On my end, I still hadn't figured anything out, but I decided to
stay with my parents a little while longer. The boyfriend would
forget me after a while. Maybe he'd pester me to find out about
Vida for Sacha, but he'd replace me with another chica soon
enough.
My parents and I took her to Newark Airport together for that
insanely early Avianca Right. I insisted to Papi that he book her
a direct Right, no layover in Miami. I was afraid the sight of the
ocean might blow her off course. It happens to the best of us.
She hugged me. Gave me a new smile. A shy one I'd never
seen before. Thanked me for nothing specific, which was fine
because I felt like I'd been really stingy in every way. Why did it
take me this long to get her there? I'll never know.
When she landed, she called. Her parents got on the phone
and thanked mine for their help. They still didn't have a clue
about Vida's life here. I wondered if she'd ever tell them .
It's been a year since all this.
I went back ro Miami. After a few failed phone calls the
boyfriend forgot me, just as predicted. I only saw him once
afterward, at the movies. I was alone and he was with a girl
wearing knee-high leather boots in the middle of Florida
summer.

Every time I get to thinking of Vida, she is the one to call
first. Always that fuzzy connection, her warning me that she's
only got a few minutes left on the calling card and we might
get cut off.
'Tm just calling to makes sure you're okay," she tells me. "I
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worry about you."
That always cracks me up.
She says she's washing hair at a nice salon on La Septima,
that they're going to teach her how to do highlights. H er family
is planning a trip to Cartagena. Their first vacation together
eve r.

She sends her love to my parents. Makes me promise to visit
her one of these days.
On the long drive up from Miami, Vida and I went through
rwo or three states without a word berween us. She hardly moved
her gaze from the stretch of interstate sound barriers beyond her
window. Somewhere around Maryland , Vida spoke over the
hum of the engine that comforted me through the night. Said,
"There is no love. Only people living life together. Tomorrow
will be better."
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CANDY
Patrick Carrington

It's not the casual way he offers
yo u a drink or the nuclear
glow of the lime rickey
that spooks you, not even
his famished look
as he watches your first sweet
sip. It's the way his eyes move
to your blouse buttons
when your teeth
snap off the maraschino
that makes you realize how long
you've been taking off your clothes
for treats, and you can't help
but quiver and remember
the first time,
that hand out a car window,
the spearmint leaves
and licorice.
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FOR SAD DOTAGE

Patrick Carrington

Beneath the apartments of Gravesend
at che hoc height of summer,
if you were an old man
you sac on che sidewalk in shirtsleeves
and talked blood and sport as you
dabbed your forehead with a handkerchiefyour armpits were waterfalls rwo-roning
your shirt, your liquid medicine
of espresso and anisecce
on a cable bes ide you. In 1967
you were a decade without the Dodgers,
rwo without the stink of death,
and still yo u mourned
all the missing blue-eyed boys.
Baseball and war were magic
tricks go ne wrong,
heavy things you carried with you
up the staircase of your life
co its soft car roof, to lament
with the shadow
stuck ro the bottom of your feet.
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Ron McFarland

O ur mother watched from the window
while I killed my brother, not once
but often, the way Cain, probably,
thought about slaying Abel, chat
weakling shepherd: sometimes a swo rd,
occasionally a Seminole tomahawk,
guns of various caliber and make
starting with th e '73 Winchester
and including in no particular order
the M-1 Garand, the 191 I Cole .45,
German Lugers, of course, the 1863
Springfield, the Kentucky long rifle
(Tick-licker, we said, Old Betsy),
the Thompson submachine gun ,
.38 Smith & Wesson, always, we thought,
a good cop gun. And miraculously,
our actual arsenal never numbered
more than four highly versatile firearms.
Or perhaps the real miracle had to do with
my brother's uncanny returns from death.
H ow well he could collapse on the grassy
lawn of Shiloh, the Alamo, or Belleau Wood,
or crumple agai nst the gray cement block
wall of our Stalingrad carport
streaking it gloriously red
with his treacherous gore,
only to come back for more.
Meanwhile, our mother stood searingly there
thinking God-knows-what, in her apron,
co ncerned we would hurt ourselves, no doubt,
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get carried away with out pinecone grenades,
or perhaps she recalled a few years back
when her brother caught one at The Bulge.
Two years younger than I, my brother
never once won a battle, but so metimes,
seized with a sense of fair play, I'd only
wound hi m a little, or take him
priso ner of war according to Swiss conventions.
Only a Aesh wound, he'd say,
grimacing like John Wayne,
wincing aga inst unmanly tears.
Bite the bullet, I would advise,
slippi ng him the shiny brass
from a thirty-ought-six.
We were practicing war and pain,
and a few years down the path
at a place named Pleiku
my brother watched it happen from a bunker
firsthand , just like our mother.
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POEM

ON MY FORTY-SIXTH

BIRTHDAY

Denise Duhamel

Four score and seven years ago
my mother brought me forth, losing continencea new moon nativity, conceived in my father's libido,
and dedicated to the prophetess who told her
that all menstrual blood stains the creche on the equinox.
For a time we were engaged in a great civil war,
testing whether that nativi ty, or any nariviry,
so conceived and so deep-seated, could long endure.
We meet at the greasy spoon of that war.
ITT> have come to dedicate the large portions offried fish
as a final resting place for those grievances
that naturally made us livid. It is altogether fitting
and proper that we sho uld do this.
Bur, in a larger sense, we cannot decrescendowe cannot conciliate-we cannot act holier-than-thouat th is Ground Round. The brave women, living
and dead, who struggled like Herefords,
have conciliated for us, far above our powder blush
and power suits, our addictive personalities or delusions.
The world will litde note, nor long remember
what we ate here, but it can never forger
the decor. It is for us the living, rather,
ro be dedicated to our unfinished works of art
which the waitress who fouled up our order here
has th us far so noted as avant-garde.
It is rather for us to be here, dedicated
the great tasteless pile of fries remaining before us-

to
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chat from these honored spuds we increase ou r insul inchat cause for which our mothers and grandmothers
gave their last full measure of devotionchat we resolve ou r issues so chat that these dead
shall not have fo ught with each other in vainchat chis fam ily, full of governesses and go-go dancers,
go ut and grace periods, shall eat at a new bistro,
free of free-float ing anxiety-and chat a grab bag
of the weeping, by the weeping, for the weepi ng,
shall not persist in chis earth mother's purse.
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Sinduja Sathiyaseelan
Red like my mother's sari, that she wore on her wedding day
and never again, pure and hopeful, the sari with delicate gold
peacocks dancing on silk, strutting their embroidered feathers
to the sky.
Red like my father's mouth after chewing betel leaves.
Red like blood, when we found Peter Uncle strewn across
the branches of the guava tree, his arms in five pieces, a hole in
his stomach, his bones gleaming in the morning sun.
Red like the sand, the mud from which my sister Parvati and
I made play food that dried in the sun, miniature vadaas and
samosas and murukus, unaware like my mother that we were
shaping our futures in the clay.
Red like Fridays, when everyone dressed up and went to
temple.
Red like the coat of the goat we raised, whose milk I grew
up on, the goat that got too old to give milk, the goat that we
slaughtered for New Year's Day feast.
Red like the hibiscus Aowers char grew in our yard and that we
plucked to offer the gods when we went to temple, the Aowers
that wilted after the goat died.
Red like my coral birth stone Appa placed in a ring for my
birthday to keep me safe, the ring I lost at school one day.
Red like the mehendi that darkened my mother's hands on
her wedding, unaware that in five years she would birth two
daughters, the first one ugly like mud and the last one too fair,
unaware that in seven years she would be dead of a tumor the
doctors said was benign.

Padma chased me up a tree once. I don't know how she did it,
being only four years old and as tall as my waist. But she had
nails and jaws like sharks. She even barked at me.
We played under the guava tree in her backyard. Padma's
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Bara slippers protected her from the red sa nd that perpetually
coated my feet. She never sat down in the sand or grass because
of the red ants. She was a princess, the daughter of docrors. She
had her hunched grandmother bring her a small fo lding chair
to sit on while we played.
i had to play with her. Her aunt was my tutoring reacher, or
I would have never done it. Ever. Sometimes I would get lucky
and ride away on my bike before I was asked to play.
I hated her, hared how she wouldn't step outside without her
slippers, hated how pressed and crisp her sundresses were, hated
how her short hair was always in two pig-tailed founta ins. Even
her own cousi n hated her.
Most days we played princess and prince.
"You be the prince," Padma told me, handing me the raggedy
penguin doll we used for the prince. It had an old brooch pinned
in the middle of its bowtie.
"The princess needs ro dress for the party," she went on,
seeding inro her chair with the princess doll as her cousin and
I sat before her. "You." She pointed at me. "You can't be here.
You have to be at your castle."
"Where's the castle?"
She pointed ro the veranda, far away from the guava tree.
I would have to entertain myself until the party. There was an
ant castle there, proud and majestic and crawling with red ants.
They built castles high. I loved dripping water onto the rowers
and watching them collapse, jumping from foo t to foot to make
sure the ants didn't touch me.
One of the ants tried to crawl onto my foot . I Rung it off,
and it ran in ci rcles before finding a line to join. Another ant
struggled to keep up with the others, its little legs scurrying fast
but no match for the weight of the dead ant stuck to its back.
The ant dragged its dead brother slowly up the wal l of a tower
and into the pit.
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We all have dark skin in my family, bur not so dark like the
beggars or the jungle people. Noc like we rubbed coal on our
faces. Not like mud.
My father is a kind man, if poor. Rather short and chubby,
with a large moustache and crooked teeth. When we were little
he would buy us candy from the wine shop when he came home
with staleness on his breath.
My mother never liked him at night. She would always cluck
her rongue and glare at him. She never said anything. Her eyes
were too big for her face and her lips were swollen as if they had
been stung by bees. In her wedding picture chat hangs in our
hall she has so much white powder on her face you can't even
recognize her.
Parvati was four years younger than me, fair and beautiful
and loud-mouthed. She was the moon to my darkness. All the
relatives loved her and compared her to the actresses on TV; and I
always thought that she would grow up to wear kohl on her eyes
and dart around trees while violins serenaded in the background.
Grow up to have a lover, grow up to pick her husband. Who
knew chat she would never grow up at all. Who knew that she
would be crapped in the mud.

There were bullet holes in the walls of our house, the cement
crumbling into powder and settling in the deep recesses. When
no one was around I often stuck my finger in those holes and
licked off the cement. It casted better than sugar.

One day I got the courage to talk back to Padma, to suggest that
maybe she should let her younger cousin be the princess once,
the cousin with large eyes that watered whenever Padma bossed
her around, the cousin who wouldn't stand up for herself. "Why
don't you ever let her be the princess, Padma?"
"Don't you talk co me like chat, darkie," Padma said.
I clenched my hands.
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She got up from where she was sitting, the only shady place
under the guava tree. Sashaying to me, she imitated the walk of
an actress, bouncing on the heels of her feet, swaying her hips,
head tilted.
Padma grabbed my hand and spread her fingers next to it.
Her skin was milky gold. Mine was dusty and dark like coffee.
"Like I said , don't ever talk to me like that." She smiled a
sticky too-sweet leer, her straight, even teeth bare but her eyes
frozen. "Darkie."
She turned and walked back to her chair underneath the
guava tree, swaying her hips.

I had a cat once that drowned in the well behind our house.
Probably a trick played by the rascally boys, my mother told
me. I hate the rascally boys, Amma. Don't. They're just trapped,
like all of us.
The tensions bubbling betwee n Singhalese and Tam il,
Buddhists and Hindus-the tensions didn't affect me. The
rascally boys, maybe. But not me.
Some of them had probably lost family to one side or another,
maybe in a bombing or rwo. Sometimes the tension reached a
rolling boil and leaped out of the pan . Like the cat that leaped
off the cement wall of the well.
I cried all night, the ghost of the cat meowing around my
ankles and sometimes coming by my head to Buff up my pillow.
I woke up with a puffed face, and that day at school when I
was sitting on the steps that led ro the sandy playground-still
crying-an older boy asked, "How is your cat, Anjali? I heard
it killed itself. Did it scream?"
H e was a rascally boy with teeth roo big and hair roo short
and burn marks on his legs from a heated spoo n. A boy who
looked too odd in his white uniform to not be rascally.
I didn't plan it or think about it, but I was soon being hit
by Miss Virginia's switch for throwing sand in the boy's face.
When my father picked me up and was rold, his face grew dark
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and he didn't talk on the walk home. He explained in a hushed
voice to Amma, who raged and yelled until Appa gave her a
warning look.
After Appa had left co meet his friends at the wine shop, my
mother held me down and pressed a heated spoon to my leg. I
tried not to struggle, but my arms Railed and my legs kicked as
if they had minds that didn't care if they insulted Amma, didn't
care about the order of the family.
Amma then cried and soothed the burn with honey and gave
me sweetened goat's milk co drink.
She cried to put me to bed but Parvaci, who was only one,
started crying. I chinkAmma knew she would gee hie when Appa
came back. Appa usually sang and danced for us and balanced
bottles on his head, laughing with his crooked teeth and jumping
with his belly. Bue when he'd come home to find us being hit,
he'd yell at Amma and slap her. She was afraid. I could tell.
I lay down hearing the sounds of chem arguing, Amma chat
she had wanted to work at a bank and Appa chat they would
have just taken advantage of her. Amma's voice was deep and
graced, an anger I hadn't heard before.
I looked at my leg under the moonlight. le seemed so foreign
a concept chat now I had a brand on my leg, too.

The water smelled of sale, the odor ballooning off the surface and
making my stomach turn. We were on our way to Peter Uncle's
wedding in Trinca, across the lagoon. The small wooden rowboat
looked like it could fie four people, but there were eight of us
on it, crammed together like tin fish, the sale of sweat mixing
with the sale of the sea and rocking my gut. The sea was calm,
but the boat lulled and danced like bile.
"Off the edge, child," the driver said to me.
His skin was the color of coconuts. His sarong and beniyan
were both a murky, muddy gray and hung limp on his bones.
He pulled me roughly by the hand to the front of the boat so
that I could vomit off the side into the water. The sea was dark
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under the black sky, more like ink than water. My vomit floated
like froth, being carried away to the shore we couldn't see.
The rest of the way I had to crouch with my head between
my knees. My neck ached and my feet were wet, but I was too
scared to complain. The driver looked like a Tiger.

Appa sometimes cries at night. He doesn't make a sound, but I
can see his body hiccup ping when I sneak to the bathroom.

Padma's parents were doctors on assignment in Trinco. She lived
with her grandmother and aunt in a bungalow, a little house
that was all nose and no nose hair.
Her parents visited her three times a year, once on· each of
their birthdays. Her father scared me. He was tall and handsome
and wore large glasses like the people in the movies. His sh irt was
always ironed and wh ite, and he never wore sarongs like Appa
did. Her mother was wilting, her hair falling out in places, her
skin paler than her daughter's. Padma's cousin always whispered
that she was dying.
Padma was playing the princess again that day, and I was the
prince. I waited on the veranda, squishing the prince penguin's
nose into its face . Her father was also out there, sitting on the
steps to the door, lean ing on one of the two large columns that
flanked the old house. His face was hidden by a newspaper, and I
was glad. He always looked at me funny, like I wasn't built right,
like I was roo dark and too tall and too angular, like my bones
were too big for my body, like I would never be beautiful.
The day when Padma chased me up the tree, he was there,
and all he did was laugh. He gave Padma amused looks, and,
after I started crying, he told her to let me go, but he was still
laughing. Padma was always meaner when he was around.
"The princess is ready," Padma said.
I dragged th e penguin back to the guava tree that now hung
heavy with fruit. The princess, dressed in gold brocade and a
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curry leaf garland, made her entrance into the throne room of
the palace. There were many princes in attendance, but the only
one that mattered was the penguin prince. The princess swayed
hn hips as she made her way to him , placing the garland from
her own neck around his. He touched her face, and she turned
away coyly, dro pping to her knees to touch her new husband's
fee t.
Padma's grandmother bro ught out juice in little fl owered
glasses on a tray. Padma ran to get the first pick, after which we
both took our turns . She took a sip and spit it all out onto the
grandmother's feet. Padma's cousin and I jumped back to avoid
the splatter. We watched in horror as Padma raised her little hand
and slapped one, two, three, fo ur times on the grandmother's
face as she squatted with the tray.
In fi ve long strides, before we knew what was going on,
Padma's fa ther had crossed the length to the tree, taken a curry
leaf branch, and raised it.
The first blow seemed to take fo rever. I foll owed the branch
with my eyes as it curved back like a snake in her father's hand ,
the wind stripping it of so me leaves. Padm a's scream exploded
in my head, and everyone scrambled out of the way.
Padma hopped from leg to leg as the branch marred her white
legs with slim pink welts. The tears didn't stop.
M y face burn ed , an d my stomach chu rned th e juice
uncomfortably. I rried to turn my eyes, but Padma ran and
screamed into my fi eld of vision. I looked at the rree. The guavas
were almost ripe, pulling down the branches.
I stood rooted. My legs wouldn't move even ifl had wanted
to ru n. I wanted to be back home, playing hopscotch with
Parvati and the mango core we had dried out the day befo re. I
wo ndered if Padma's legs would bleed. Part of me, the part that
wanted to bi te her back, wanted to see it. The part that hated
blood didn't.
For two weeks after, Padma's aunt didn't stop me after lesso ns
to play. Padma hid when I came fo r tution, and, when I fin ally
saw her, the welts had faded to a similarity with the brand
Amma's heated spoo n had given me.
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SPACES OF ART

Rumit Pancholi

Like maple leaves chat snap off as they please,
silent coattails rest on your deadbeat jaw
as he fucks you. Laying the pipe down
he calls this work construction work, putting
hammer to nail , and demands your dog
to stop panting when he is hard at work. You yell
fo r the sake of yell ing, two curious wasps scaling
the fog on the windowpane, to nothing
that touches you back. He rises to thrust open
che d rapes, calls this perverse histrionics
his performance art to be thankful for. Words
in which art rakes space bur has no interest in:
dearth, dishearten, outsmart, spill
from you like marooned reef. Yo u wince,
think what precedes art is arson
and fo llows is artery, bur he will disp rove you
in every angle art can contort its limbs.
You fo llow in the obedience
you learn from your departing dog,
let first time and last time cake turns and rolls
on you the way a blind swimmer
teeters in che water, hands outstretched, searching
for his cane, that black cleft in the sea
hooked on the slick fin of a drawing shark.
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PRIME

CuT IN SYNCHRONY AT THE

PRE-RECORDING SESSION

Sharon Doyle

-for Ivan Turk, the Geologist
who made this find:

1997, Divje Babe Cave

I found a weathered red-brown pipe
pierced with measured ragged holesa bone aged forty thousand years
that looks robe carved for music,
But [ found it in this Slovak cavea place not clearly East
or West,

so I wonder if it plays five tones
in oriental mode, or did
Neanderthals hear twelve
as in occidental octaves,
Maybe they worked up harmonies,
counterpoints, an orchestra,

and when they played the pipe, it was
a flute, round embrasure whistle-toned
or flat like an egg to coax overtone
in prehistoric Black,
or maybe Irish, jazz,
Whatever, they did not wait for time
to teach them to forge
from mineral silver
or carve

from vegetable tree limbs;
rather, they cleverly salvaged from animalcalcium phosphate leached of blood71
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the thighbone of bear in a primal cave,
that taught them
the tricks
of breath.
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Global
Illuniination

Untitled Abstract, by Charl es Eldred, oil on canvas, paper, ink.
A gift donated by Marilynn Gruber.

Images courtesy of rhe Binghamton University Art Museum. Special thanks to
Jacqueline Hogan, Assistant Director, Art Museum, Binghamton University.
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One Hundred Views ofFuji (1878), by Hokusai, wood block print
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Assumption and Coronation ofthe Vi,;gin (1511), by Albrecht Durer, woodcut
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Frontispiece from One Hundred Views ofFuji (1878), by Hokusai, wood

block print
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French manuscript page (1450), by Unknown, ink and paint on vell um
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Detail from The Crossing of the Red Sea, by Luca Giordana, chalk and ink
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Angelica and Medoro ( 1765) by Benjamin West, oil on canvas
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One Hundred Views ofFuji (I 878), by Hokusai, woodblock print
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Ow'89
John T. Trigonis

Crashed my lightning blue '89 Cavelier into the 1&9
divide after the Giants won Superbowl XLII.
So I wandered the Jersey City underworld cloud heavy
passed motorcycle hangovers and White Mana
thinking how a lonesome star like mine could get the
moon's attention without police and hospital
lights on my tail to sweep up the busted glass and
me off someone else's powdered lines.
Everybody's drunk tonight, Saturn-ringed, speeding
with some sweet heartache wrapped around a
tattooed arm like a worn-out Timex or a cheap bomb.
I think about the snapshots of my autopsy haunting
the front page of the Journal, my little roadside diversion
loitering the YouTube expanse for Stoned-Age
frat boys with nothing better to do than record my last
minutes for his 15 of fame, my own cheated for a
late night thumbsucker, platinum second mate in heels,
says she's been searching for a strong sailor with an
ashtray heart so she can burn away the last of her regrets.
What else can you say to an offer like that when
you're dizzied off a 12-pack of Bud, lost in the beautiful
car crash beneath the bridges of her eyebrows?
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Sure, I cell her, and rearing apart my ivory button-down,
I lay her head on the scar where my heart used to be.
I'll put out the pain, Love. In both of us.
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AFTER DANCI NG AT

SwAN1a's WE

DRIVE To TENNESSEE

Amy Bracken Sparks

I carried the legs and he carried the talking part
past the veggie crepe stand ro rhe depot.
G rits in the morning and we're in Tennessee.
Th e dog finds treasure behind the couchdead crow after roo much ouzo. Us, not the
bird, bozo. What is rhe mathematical equation
ro keep cocktails on a swinging rable
and never fall over the way people do?
So metimes we sray separate from our legs
even when o ur brothers put us on bikes
and face us downhill . This is what we know
about Tennessee: there's peanut burrer
and the snot-nosed kid next door watching
us ear. There's a blue Catalina our from
which sears six plus a husky dog.
I am poorly in love with the driver
who cured my common itch
with a well-placed
orange juice and amarerro.
He knows how ro rake people
apart and screw them
rogether again . Bur sometimes
83
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he puts the legs on facing back
so you're walking yesterday,
talking the wrong way. Sometimes
he's married, and has a house
in Tennessee, a long way from
where this all started.
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BEES

ARE THE

SMALLEST BIRDS A.No BoRN FROM

THE BODIES Qp OXEN

Amy Bracken Sparks

I say bestiary and she says what? I say it lo uder and she laughs,
bestiality? and all the diners around us stop, mayonnaise on their
chins. Bee is the smallest bird I say and she pokes at her yellow
chicken while the man behind her picks up a perfect scroll of
meat and reads its sacred contents. What you need, she says, is
a pink cone. A pine cone? I ask. No, a vibrating pink cone it costs
a hundred bucks and has sixteen settings it'll get you offbaby. The
man drops his meat. Did you know they used to put black cloths

over the beehives when someone died to keep them from flying away
forever? I say, and she says I get it now, you need a caladrius, a bird
that can tell ifa sick man will die and I shove the yogurt away and
the split lemon spins in the water glass and I say what I need is a
kingfisher, a bird that calms sea storms as she flicks a pink turnip
into her mouth and says you need to get stung good as she stirs
her fava beans, and I say I'm done with midnight singing and she
throws up her hands, catches them and yells we need more
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BLACK HEART ON THE APPALACHIAN TRAIL

T. J. Forrester

Yvonne has that tired all-over feelin g, and, when she sh rugs our
of her backpack and drops it next to the fire ring, the thud is part
satisfaction and part relief. H er legs ache, bur she and Devon
hiked sixteen miles today, their high mark since beginning
down in Georgia.
''A fire would be nice," Devon says, and drives a tent stake
into the ground. "I'll make a Log Cabin tonight, get a big blaze
go ing."
Devon prefers camp chores to gathering firewood because he
worries about getting lost. Getting lost never happens to Yvonne.
She has a keen sense of direction, much keener than Devon, who
sees the Appalachian Trail as a conduit through the unknown.
Venture away from the footpath, and he is doomed.
She nibbles a Snickers bar, savors chocolate melting on her
tongue. Devon was supposed to join her for a week, but one week
dragged into rwo, and rwo weeks dragged into three. Sometimes
she wonders if he stays because of her or if he stays because of
the campfires. He has become an expert at building fire out of
her wood. He places rwigs at the base, then shapes branches
in various ways. Tepees and Log Cabins are his favorites, but
occasionally his arty side surfaces and the wood rakes on strange
forms. One night he broke wood into equal lengths and built
a square he called Skyscraper Deluxe. Another night he wove a
ball that put out dense smoke and little flame. He called that
one Dante's Inferno and later changed it to Dying Sun .
"Be dark before you know it," Devon says.
Yvonne, weary of his hinting, Ricks the candy wrapper into
the fi re ring. Devon knows she would never toss out something
she doesn't intend to burn, that the act signals she will go into
the forest and gather wood, and he looks her way and smiles.
It is the same sm ile he offered when he invited himself on her
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adventure. She wanted to say no, but she wears his ring. The
diamond is bright and hard and promises two people wish to live
together forever. Together forever has taken on meaning during
their time on the trail. He is the first thing she sees when she
wakes up and the last thing she sees when she goes to sleep. In
between, he is always there, always. She imagines gathering his
firewood for the rest of her life, and the skin tightens between
her eyes.
'Tm going," she says. "But I will not be rushed."

The earth is moist from recent rains, and a dank smell rises
from where Yvonne's boots disturb leaves and expose soil dark
as charcoal. Fiddleheads, green and slender, curl out of the forest
floor, but, higher up, where branches are without leaves, colors
are muted slashes of gray and brown. She's a quarter-mile from
camp, on a slope that falls away to a narrow hollow. An owl
hoot comes through the trees. The sound is forlorn, expectant:
a lover, Yvonne supposes, separated and seeking assurance. She
looks back the way she came, at the trees, the rocks, at the scuff
marks in the leaves. She imagines she hears Devon, alone in the
clearing, cup his hands around his mouth and shout her name
into the graying air. Would she respond? She thinks back to
junior year at Ohio State, tries to remember how it was between
them when they met. She first noticed him afi:er her floor exercise
at an intramural meet. Later, at the gymnastic party at Logan's
Lounge, he came and stood next ro her at the bar.
"You have remarkable balance," he said.
She was ordering a drink and didn't look at him right away.
When she did, she saw a young man studying her intently. He
wore black-rimmed glasses, and his pupils seemed soft as brown
felt. He leaned in her direction, a posture that made her feel as
if they had been friends for a long time.
"You're staring at me," she said, not displeased. She had gone
to the dorm after the meet, taken a shower, and changed into
87
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nylon swears. The top, unzipped to show what lirrle cleavage she
had, clung to her as she squared her body to his. She was a chick
woman, muscular in the arms and legs, wide like a swimmer
in the shoulders. Yvonne knew these were not attributes most
men were attracted to.
"Did you know," he said, "chat the cicada life cycle requires
they live underground for seventeen years? Seventeen years! Can
you imagine?"

Yvo nne sucked down a lemon Jell-0 shoe. The shot warmed
her stomach, and she gazed bemusedly at che man .
"That's an original pickup line," she said.
He went on as if he didn't hear her.
"Imagine living in the dire for seventeen years, waiti ng co
crawl up our of the earth to extend your species, then you find
out they built a Wal-Marc parking lot over you."
''I'd be devastated."
He looked amused. "You would, would you?"
"Think of it. My little cicada paws scraping away at chat
asphalt roof-"
"Think of living your life in vain," he said. "Eve rything
wasted, you might as well have never existed."
"I am more than my ovaries."

"That's not the point."
She ordered another shot, turned back to the man.
"I suppose you're right," she said.
He raised his wine glass, and she raised her shot.
"To the cicadas," he said.
"To the cicadas."
The band started up and he nodded toward the stage. She
wasn't much of a dancer-as a teenager she preferred rumbling
runs to the latest steps-bur she had flexible limbs and could
move well enough. Our on the checkered floor, she whirled in
front of the man. Her hips twitched to the beat.
"We're dancing," he said, as though he couldn't quite believe
it. His arm movements were small, typical of a man who doesn't
like to stand our in a crowd. She raised her hands above her head
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and pretended to claw an invisible roof. Then she leaned over
and whispered in his ear.
'Tm doing the cicada. It's the latest thing."
Darkness came over his face . "You're mocking me."

'Tm so rry," she said. "I was trying to make a joke." She
shouldn't have made fun of this man, this cicada lover with the
big brown eyes.
"Life is a serious thing; what we do matters."
"Yes," she said. "Life matters."
After the set was over, she followed him to a booth and
they sat next to each other in the bluish air. They sat for a long
time without talking, and she was comfortable in the silence.
The music started back up, and, instead of going to the dance
floor, they ordered a carafe of red wine and started in on the
conversation. His name was D evon McLanahan, and he was
an art student who wanted to mold young minds and planned
on teaching elementary school when he graduated. She was
majoring in computer programming and had never considered
teaching. Last summer, he went ro the Dominican Republic as
part of an outreach program and helped build houses; she flew
across the big pond and backpacked through Europe.
"I want to know everything," he said, and put his hand on
hers.
His skin felt smooth and warm, and the more wine she
drank the more she wanted to whisper secrets and wanted him
to whisper back. At closing time, they went to his dorm , and he
tied a sock around the hall doorknob so his roommate wouldn't
barge in. She offered herself to him , and, as he knelt berween
her legs, she thought she had found the one.
Now, as Yvonne walks aro und an upthrust boulder, the owl
hoot again comes through the forest. The sound is loud, almost
overhead, and she stops walking and peers into the trees. Against
the sky, in the upper reaches of a yellow poplar, wings unfold,
and a feathered shadow fli ts through the branches, gone before
she can raise a hand and offer hello.
She picks up a branch and drags it through the forest. Finds
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another branch and adds it to the one she drags. This hike was
supposed to bring her closer to Devon, but the opposite has
happened and she thinks maybe he isn't the one. Maybe nobody
is the one. Maybe she will live life alone, impenetrable, a woman
who goes away and never comes back. She laughs, a forced
exhalation with a staccato at the end. If Devon knew her, truly
knew her, he would not have invited himself on this trip.

Her black heart surfaced, a year earlier, on a spring-break hike
in the Gila range. They had rented a car and driven from Ohio
to New Mexico their senior year to celebrate their engagement.
Devon, eating a peanut butter cracker, sat on the edge of a cliff
that fell a quarter mile to spruce forest. Yvonne sat beside him.
She had on a blue Nike shirt, and she wore long pants because
they hid her legs, which were more solid than fat, but she lived
with worry Devon would lose sight of the difference.
"That's a long way down," he said.
The urge came without warning. One minute she was looking
at a hawk windsurfing the updraft, and the next she wanted to
push Devon off the cliff. She was amused at the novelty, but,
when the urge intensified, she smothered it with thoughts of how
much she enjoyed spending time with him, and how tonight they
would pitch the tent and snuggle into their sleeping bags and
talk about whatever. She enjoyed her lover's voice in the darkness,
liked how it surrounded and caressed her with its easy tone.
Marveling at the absurdity, she allowed her thoughts to
dissipate and the urge to reappear. Devon was talking about
buying a house with a spare room. He wanted a studio on the
east side so he could catch morning light while he worked on his
drawings. She nodded agreeably, aware for the first time sitting
next to someone on a cliff is an act of implied trust. Had he ever
thought about pushing her off? She put her hand on his back,
applied the tiniest pressure, and he must have sensed something
because he got up and went over to his pack and rummaged for a
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camera. She studied his eyes, looking for a flicker of recogni tion,
and, in the end, decided he was oblivious.
The rest of the hike, she stayed back when he stood on
overlooks and took pictures. On the drive home, as they passed
out of New Mexico into Texas flatland s, she leaned against the
passenger door and glanced Devon's way. He had a NASCAR
fantasy and wore gloves when he drove. It was a harmless game,
an d one that amused her. Although he hovered over the wheel,
he didn't believe in speeding because it wasted gas. They chugged
down the interstate at sixty miles per hour.
"Do you think I'm a bad person? " she said.
"You are a fire-breathing monster."
"Devon."

"Ask a ridiculous question, get a ridiculous answer."
''I've been thinking," she said, then, after a pause, "I don't
know, really. I guess I think too much sometimes. You know
I've never killed anything, not even a mosquito?"
"You want to kill something?"
"No," she said. "That's not what I'm saying." The lie was for
the best. They had a long drive, and she didn't want to spend rwo
thousand miles thinking about something she'd rather forget.

Yvonne takes a route that brings her to an oak grove north of
the campsite. She steps across the trail and hoists herself onto a
limb. Sh e likes changing physical perspective when she thinks,
believes the process frees her mind and allows her to view life
from new angles. She climbs high enough to look down the trail
into the campsite, settles into a fork, and holds onto a limb.
Devon faces the direction sh e chose when she went into the
forest. H e wears the yellow fleece they picked out from L. L.
Bean. She watches him until she grows bored, then turns away
and watches the sun fall below the mountains. An orange band
stripes the horizon, and, above the band, the sky is the color of
washed-out purple. Toward the north, where the sky is darker,
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the first scar appears. She imagines the scar hovers over the trait's
northern terminus, wonders how many seeps it cakes to gee there
from here.
H er fian ce believes she chose this jo urney because she wanes
co put off seeding down. He calls her chru-hike a 2,000 mile
procrastin ation. She has not cold him the real reaso n. She hikes
because she is 21 and tired of perfect Yvonne, the gym nast who
spent her life in pursuit of tens. She wanes change and hopes it
comes like an erupting volcano, melting her so completely when
she cools she becomes something else entirely. This, of course,
has no thing to do with D evon and is something he would not
understand.
<(Yvon ne!,,
The rwo syllable explosion starcles her, and she shifts in his
direction. H e turns on his headlamp, and the beam cues a swath
through black air, illuminates trees in its white glow. She roots for
him ro begin an all-out search but knows his fear is greater than
his worry, and he will never venture into the forest. She listens to
him call out, the croak chat once was her name growing fa inter
with each repetition, and, when her back co mplains about the
co rrugated bark, and her stomach complains about lack of food,
and her mind says she should feel guilty because she loves that
man down there, she decides it is time to end chis game and go
back to the clearing and gee something co eat. She feels her way
through the limbs, lowers herself co che fo rest fl oo r, and walks
the trail to the cl earing.
"H ey," she says.
"Over here!" D evon says, headlamp bobbing. " I'm over
here!"
They come together, and his arms wrap around her.
'Tm here," she says.
"I've been cal ling for hours."
"I got turned around but I'm back now," she says.
"I can't believe you did that! "
"I didn't get lost on purpose."
"You never gee lose."
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She gets down on her hands and knees and follows him
inside the tent.
'Tm hungry," she says.
He empties a food bag in the space between their ground pads.
She plucks a PowerBar from under a baggie filled with raisins.
The PowerBar is banana-flavored and she chews slowly, hoping
ro avoid conversation. The tent, with its low ceiling and narrow
walls, feels unusually cramped tonight. Devon takes off his boots,
and she wrinkles her nose at the smell of dirty socks.
"I think I heard a cicada," he says. "While you were gone, I
think I heard one off in the distance."
"No, it's too early for the cicadas."
They are silent for a long time. The silence is uncomfortable,
as if he wants something but is afraid to ask. She closes her eyes
and tries to sleep, opens them when Devon pulls up her shirt
and his fingers trace a circle around her bellybutton. She stiffens,
but he seems unaware of her reluctance. His fingers drift under
her panties toward the mound between her legs. She's dry but
moistening, and at that precise moment-yes, right there, just
the tip of the finger-no, she should say no, say it loud like
she was taught in high school: "No means no, girls say it like
you mean it."- "No!"- but there is only yes, and the finger
thrumming and her mind focused on the swollen button until
she is there and nowhere else, submerged in that hot river, pulling
her to the precipice-just the tip, there, yes, please, just the tip,
please Devon-and her back arching and her legs contracting
and her toes curling and her breath harsh and unabated-don't
stop, don't stop, please don't stop-and the free fall over the edge,
and the magnificence and the pleasure and the transcendent
energy of being there, only there ...
Her voice, when it comes, is low and guttural.
"You bastard," she says.
"You love it." He guides her hand toward his crotch, but
she won't have it, any of it, aware this is the first time she has
refused to reciprocate.
"You're not playing fair," he says.
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He'll gee over it. Devon, if nothing else, is a fo rgiving ki nd
of guy.

Yvonne wakes co rhythmic noise she can't pl ace. The noise is
in sistent, drawing her coward consciousness . She gives in co
it and opens her eyes. Ac first she chinks che noise is Devon
rub bing his leg, then recognizes the so und fo r what it is. The
rhythm picks up speed, and her lips pull into a shy smile. She
d idn't know he masturbated. She is pleased Devon has a secret
side, and she wonders how he would react if she cold him hers.
He pro bably wouldn't believe her.
"Devo n," she says.
The noise stops.
"D evon?"

His voice has a fake groggy cone. "Huh ?"
"Never mind ." She puts on her headlamp, opens her trail
guide, and muses over tomorrow's hike. In the fo rest, an animal
ski tters thro ugh the brush. The footsteps are so light she can
hardly hear chem. Probably a squirrel or a night bird, maybe a
raccoon. The ai r is cool against her skin an d doesn't smell as bad
as it did when she went co sleep. Devon's socks muse be drying
out. She wees her thum b and Rips a page. Fourteen miles up
th e trail , there is a campsite with a spring nearby. Between here
and there, the trail crosses a major highway they'll reach midmorning. She looks over at Devon, who mumbles so mething
and yan ks his sleeping bag over his head.
"The light's in my eyes," he says.
"Sorry." Yvonne Ricks off the headlamp, and darkness returns
co the cent. The animal moving th rough the brush has either
stopped or moved out of hearing range. She rolls over on her
stomach.
"Devon?" she says. "H ey, are you awake?"
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No answer.
"I feel a little sore, same spot as yesterday," she says. "I think
I might have to take some ibuprofen."
A rustle, and Devon's hand finds her back. He applies gentle
pressure, and every so often she lets out an appreciative moan.
"Is that it?" he says.
"A little higher."
"There?"
"You have nice hands," she says.
Moaning and complimenting during a Devon back rub is
like standing in front of a candy machine. Drop quarters into
the slot, and the candy keeps coming.
"Hey," she says, eventual ly tiring of the attention. "Did I tell
you there was a road cross ing tomorrow?"
She hasn't the courage to come out and ask him to get off
the trail. Not that it matters. Her lover is good at reading the
fine print. Devon rums his back to her, and she does the same
to him. She pulls her sleeping bag to her neck and listens for
sounds in the forest , thinks of cicadas tunneling through soil.
She wonders what it feels like when they break free.

Cars and trucks stream over the highway; they come from both
directions, drivers in a hurry to get to opposite sides of the
mountain. A station wagon pulls off the road, and a white-haired
man gets our and hobbles their way. He has a narrow forehead,
hooded eyes. He hands Devon a card and she reads it over his
shoulder. Mr. Quinton calls himself a trail angel, and he has a
house in town where he rents tent space for ten dollars a night.
Shuttle fee is by the mile.
"Thru-hiker'" Mr. Quinton says, directing his question at
Devon.
"Springer to Katahdin ," Devon says. "One step at a time."
"You livin' my dream," Mr. Quinton says. "I tried to hike her
when I was a young man, but I got this trick knee that would
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have none of it. I hang back now and try to help you fellows
out. Do what I can here and there. Shower's hot, got a couple
tooms. They're fu]I up at the moment."
Yvonne moves up to where she is shoulder to shoulder to
Devon, intent on breaking up this all boy's club. She is the thruhiker in this duo; Devon is the tag along.
"One step at a time," she says. "That's the only way to thruhike a trail."
The man glances at her, looks back at D evon.
"So how abo ut it? You want a ride in?" Mr. Q uin ton says.
"Five dollars each coming off the mountain, but you and your
gal friend ride free coming back, if you stay with me, I mean."
Devon says, "Sounds reasonable."
"I do n't say it on my card, but I cook blueberry pancakes for
breakfast. Not all mornings, sometimes I sleep in . Breakfast is
five dollars each if you want it."
"What about a ride to the nearest bus station ?" Yvonne
says.
Now she has the man's attention. Devon's too.
"You thinkin' about gettin' off, honey?" Mr. Quinton says.
"Jusr as king," she says.
"I don't blame yo u one bit," he says. "It's a hard go out there.
Wear you to a nubbin' no time fl at."
Devon puts his arm around her and squeezes. "She gets
grouchy at nighr, but she's been pretty good so far."
Mr. Quinton goes back to his station wagon, picks up a folder
lying on the dash, and comes back over. H e flips open the folder
and runs his finger down a page filled with jotted notations. "I
can never remember these figures. Let's see, shuttle to the bus
statio n in Asheville run you a hundred twenty dollars. Pretty
lady like you and I'll knock off the twenty." Yellow teeth show
between parted lips. "No offense, just trying to be helpful."
"[ might have to stop and pee," she says. "You know us
women fo lk. We got us these small bladders, no bigger than a
thimble, really."
"Don't I know it! " Mr. Quinton says. "[ had me a wife who
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couldn't drive no more than fifty miles without wamin' to run
out to the bushes. When a woman has to pee she has to pee."
"I could pee right here," she says. "Right here before God
and country and this here highway."
The man says, "Don't let m e stop you."
"You'd like that, wouldn't you'" she says. "Bet you come up
here and hide in the bushes just to see hikers pee."
"Now see here," the man says. "There ain't no call for-"
She steps onto the highway, dashes through a gap between
a semi and a glimmering Porsche. Devon is close behind. H e
catches up and tugs on her backpack, slows her to a standstill.
"That was rude," he says.
"Hirn or me?"
"What?"
"Who was rude? Him or me?"
"He was trying to be helpful , trying to make a buck."
Yvonne, with a curt wave of the hand, motions him up the
trail. H e tells her he'll wait for her at the next shelter, and she says
that will be fine. She watches him walk out of sight, then pulls
down her shorts, squats behind a bush, and lets loose a stream
that sends a beetle scurrying across the leaves. She hops behind
the beetle, urine splashing the leaves, her boots, everywhere
but on that blue back. She gives up the chase, thinking, if she
had been born with a penis, life would be different all the way
around.
An hour later, she catches up to Devon at a lean-to built
under a hickory tree. She sits cross-legged on the wooden floor
and waits for him to stop writing in the register. He hands her
a notebook and pen, and goes to the spring to fill water bottles.
She flips to an entry made in early March and reads about
September Sunset and Lizard Boy, a couple who started their
thru-hikes earlier than most, and who hiked through a foot
of snow that day. Then comes Gregarious George, a man who
hikes with a copy of Robert Frost poems and writes about starry
skies and clouds white as cotton. She skims forward, stops on
trail names like Monkey Butt, Greasy Spoon, Riot Boy, Sweet
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Dreams, Strider, D ances with Ravens, and Sloppy Seco nds. She
comes to Devon's entry. Devon and Yvonne passing through on

the 29th ofMarch.
Devon comes up and hands her a water boccie.
"I hare my name," she says. "It's boring. Who's named Yvonne
these days?"
"Yo u know how I feel about trail names." H e goes over to the
fire ring and kicks at a rock.
"They're fun , a bunch of hikers having a good time."
"I don't want you ro change your name."
"Never mind," she says. 'Tm sorry I brought it up."
"No, really, why obscure who you are?"
"Co me o n , Devon. We're nor talkin g abo ut plasti c
surgery."
His voice has a helpless rone. "Please, Yvonne, I'm tired of
arguing."
"Never Lose," she says.
"Excuse me?"
"Never Lost. My new name. Yvonne is history."
Yvonne crosses our Devon's entry and writes: Never Lost solo

hiking the trail. Me here. Me gone. See ya when I see ya!
Devon says it is time to go, and she looks over at him, wonders
if he notices anything different about her.

O aks, pin es, a nd rou gh-barked hi ckori es give way to
rhododendrons and spruce, waist-high mountain laurel bushes.
The air is clean and cool. The trail switchbacks to the left, levels
out, switchbacks co the right and steeply ascends a leafy slope.
She watches her quadriceps expand and co ntract with each
step, notes with satisfaction the climbs are easier than when
she began this hike. H er shores are looser around the waist, not
so loose they are in danger of coming off, but loose enough so
she knows she is losing weight, a few pounds here and there,
nothing major.
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The trail tops the ridge, and she sees D evo n sitting with his
back to her on a ledge that overlooks the Smokies. The mountains
are blue and humped and ripple toward rhe horizon. Far off,
down in a narrow valley, smoke curls above rhe trees and bends
in rhe wind . She imagines a house, or a factory down there, a
place where humans live our normal lives.
D evon lowers his legs over the edge. H e stares in o ne
direction, shaking his head, as iflocked in silent debate. She rakes
her pack off and lays it next to his. For the last three weeks, she
has walked past him when she finds him on an overlook. She
has offered excuses like she doesn't want to take a break just yet,
or she's tweaked her ankle and wants to keep walking so it won't
seize up. Today, though, she gazes at his back, at the Aat spot
between his shoulder blades. She estimates the distance, twelve
feet across gray rock, and takes a step his way, heel to roe, like
Indians walked when they stalked these mountains.
"You talk in your sleep," he says, witho ut turning around. He
grips the rock, and fingers whiten around the knuckles. " Did
you know that? You talk in your sleep, and so metimes yo u say
things like you want to push me off a cliff. Do you want to push
me off a cliff, Yvonne?"
She closes the gap one step at a tim e.
"I love you," he says. "We can work this out between us, we
can fi x this, this, whatever it is."
She puts her hand on his back. H e's shaking, doubting her
love.
"I thought for a long time there was something wrong with
me," she says. "Wanting to push my fiance off a cliff? How crazy
is char?"
" Ir's my breach, isn't it?" His laugh is feeble and ends abruptly.
"I kn ew I should have carried some mints."
The ring comes off in a single twist.
"You are my asphalt roof, Devon McLanahan."
H e picks up the ring and holds it in his palm , turns the ring
over and over. Then he turns toward her. His face is pale, and
his eyes are wide open.
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"[ imagine that man's still down there," she says. "Plenty of
cars coming by if he's not."
She puts on her pack and jogs up the trail. The gait comes
easily, and she pumps her arms and throws back her head and
glides through the forest. She doesn't want to live life like a cicada
under a parking lot. She wants to matter somehow. When she
walks the streets, she wants people to poin t and say th ere goes
a woman of co nsequence. She thinks of the fi re she will build
tonight.
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To A R uNAWAY HussANo
Meg Franklin

O n the cleaning cable sac the only thing you left behind,
save a toolbox: the Rank of a deer, gathering bleary maggots.
O vercome, some fell co the grass with the solemnity
of rain th rough a roof gone bad. When time has passed
and the white worms have turned co green fl itting Ries,
I will reach our girls a Ry swatter's arc. They will know
its swish as well as the whisper of their Sunday skirts;
chey will know its slap as well as my face.
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Phoebe Reeves

far my grandfather

Your house burned yesterday. Nor
to the ground, not in consuming
flam es, as you might imagineit smoldered in the walls. A pine tree
downed the power lines. Electrical surges.
Firemen had co rear down the bookshelves,
insulation, floorboards older than you
would be by now. Everything charred
in chat co rner yo u filled for fifty years,
with yo ur half-glasses and manuscripts.
It's rented now; they'd moved out all your
things, so none of chat burned. They keep saying
it would have been better had the house burned
to the ground. Aunt Betsy spoke of ghosts.

Are you there now>
(Funny, really.
As if anyone knew.)
And now the smell of smoke,
the water-damage. Pine-boards lying
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slant-wise in the wreckage. Mom still
tells of waiting for the cows to cross,
and riding her bike to get milk
at the Lewis farm. Remember the pines you planted
when she was eight' Now they're rows and
rows like a giant's corn field. Your house is older
than our family, but the family trees
are bringing it down.
Every time I drive the three hours
back to the C ity, I think of you
at each pond or field razed
for winter. Which is not to say
I'm homesick, exactly, though I want
to dig into the loam of your garden. A kind
of violence necessary for propagation.
Some trees need a fire to sprout.
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Joseph J. Capista

Walking those endless gravels along
slabs of low-slung cropland and knots
of tallgrass, I felt as if I roamed
the bottom of some enormous bowl
slowly filling with crows and swifts,
the first drops of what would gather across
an electric sky in the dark days ahead.
On the prairie, things change so quickly.
My boors scraped the vein of crushed lime
like a bell in rower scrapes when its tongue
has been severed by a thin preacher whose
mind rings endlessly with burning grief.
And, of course, I still hear that tireless wind.
Ir whistles hotly between the water rower's
taut cables, thistle and berries beneath
already preparing for their inevitable burst
pressed between thin tongues of flame.
We smelled the fire before the smoke.
Even now I see lush culverts and mingling
bull snakes or dusty whisps of pulverized
mass passing by me and into me as I breathe
air that's traveled overland without resr,
air that mistakes me for some body of water
that will extinguish its burning hems.
We should have known this county, after
dragging itself for so Jong like a march
against the raspy sky, was ready to ignite.
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LUSH

Jim Daniels

March24

Robin on a wire. Wacky disco-ball snow
swi rling around it. Bird's probably thinking
I come back for this? It wanes rain to draw up
worms. The robin bounces, waiting.
The sun's back-lighting it into a saint
preaching on electricity. My skin's turning
into cheap old typing paper-cry ro erase
and you're making windows instead.
Reverse snowflakes. Or, maybe you never typed
a word on any kind of paper. Then think about
cheap paper rowels- they still make chose.
When I look up again, the robin's gone,
maybe looking for the one spot
where the ground's thawed. Robins-about
as exotic as we get in Pittsburgh. Except for
dancers downtown in their own strange, sad light.
You may have been there, or not. Some of us
look for moisture in the driest places.
Okay, yeah, I banged my fist on the bar
and squinted up into the mirrored faces.
Looked down at che roes, painted out of boredom
or for my benefit. Sometimes I saw the tender space
in the arch, skin chat rarely couches the ground.
Okay, robin, I've stood for it long enough.
I'm going outside. I'm going co open wide.
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Jim Daniels

She was stymied by pizza
but not ice cream. She ordered vanilla
for its sound. She was Queen
of the Isle of You Decide.
He had the patience of a thorn
working its way to the surface
and the business sense
of a herd of cattle.
She used her checkbook
to prop up every minor purchase.
He used cash for the benefit
of its traceless disappearance.
In short, he was a bad magician
and she was the nervous assiscan t.
A match manufactured in a damp swamp.
Yet they set off enough sparks
to produce me out of a hat,
dazed and surprised by applause.
Technically, I can't remember
that far back, but I can make up
a few things, given the lack
of memory, and receipts.
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PLAYING DEAD

Robert Long Foreman

Lasr night I slept alone among the sheets of a photographer I
have never met. My girlfriend Sarada house sits for her, but took
a vacation this week with her parents. I agreed to stay behind
and watch the house, as I continue to not have a job.
I stayed here a week with Sarada before she left, and we
broke the photographer's bed. The supporrs snapped off of their
wooden frame. This was a collaborative effort, and we fractured
the poor thing twice, in different places, before we dragged the
box springs and mattress into the adjacent office. After that
adjustment I think we scraped the hardwood Roor with our
fr iction, as if the bed frame had not been enough.
Nothing expensive has broken yet. Neither of the
photographer's cats has died. Thus, we have done a pretty good
job oflooking after things so far.
This is the first time in a year that I have had so much as
a room to myself, and things are likely to get out of hand. I
may never sweep the Roor. I may take up chain smoking and
refuse co use an ashtray, let the cats throw up and not clean
after them. I could use the bathtub for a toilet, smash the
TV set, eat nothing buc lettuce and LSD for three days, and
redecorate the place with tinfoil and used fi lm. I might even
listen to the photographer's Pink Floyd albums. Sarada would
return , arms full ofluggage, to find me stark naked on the Roor,
twenty pounds lighter, punctured with broken glass, the two
cats wandering about perplexed. I would have not washed the
dishes since I clogged the sink and filled it with pig's blood. This
is the kind of thing I think would be intense and memorable
but lack the initiative to carry out.
The two cats, Mavis and Monkey, insist on drinking straight
from the kitchen faucet. On the first morning without Sarada
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I had to wait several minutes before I could fill the coffee pot,
whil e Mavis lapped at the continuous stream of water and
Monkey licked Mavis' neck in eager anticipation of his turn to
suck moisture from the plumbing. I stared at the oven.
I spend my time in the office, on the mattress, where I read,
write and eat in the pleasurable company of the window unit
air conditioner. My previous life was not sedentary, but in this
summer's blistering heat I got used to the lifestyle. For a couple of
days I watched the cats laze on their own furniture as I acted like
this, and I saw chat all along I was unconsciously doing my best
to fit in wi th them. The cats lounge incessantly, and meanwhile
their owner lives it up in New York C ity. I repose with them,
and Sarada goes sailing off the coast of New England . The cats
and I have a lot in common .
Gallons of unused water pass through this house every day,
because of the cats. When Mavis drinks from the sink, she does
it for five minutes at a time. I do not know how to politely
th row a mammal to the floor, so I leave the fau cet on for her and
walk away. Water spills from the fa ucet straight into the drain,
embarrassingly, long after she finishes. I hate wasting things.
When I do this I blam e the cats, and feel glad for the city's recent
report chat its water contains cyanide. I am not conflicted when
it comes to throwing away cyanide.
Once a day, Monkey meows and coughs nervously until
house debris comes spilling from his mouth in a soggy bolus. I
think it is only a matter of time before I, too, vomit food and
hair o nto the hardwood floor, and pace away without cleaning
it. I cannot wait.
The gender divide between the photographer and me makes my
stay here a little invasive. Sarada, afrer all, is the one who was
trusted to watch the place and not I, her unclean, undoubtedly
male boyfriend . fu an adolescent I wished I could walk invisible
through a pretty lady's bedroom as she undressed, and watch
the proceedings with rapt attention. My presence in this house
gives not quite the same ghost-voyeur's satisfaction, but it does
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ach ieve some component of that common fantasy. Although no
one in this house is currently naked except for me, some woman's
stuff is all over the place, and her life is arranged on shelves and
in drawers, and if! wanted to I could go riffling through it. No
one would stop me. I have not yet explored that option, and my
exasperated friend Monty does not understand why.
The photographer rakes pictures of ghosts or, anyway, pictures
that simul ate ghosts. Books of occult photography haunt her
shelf, and according to her web sire their old shots of ectoplasm
seeping out of ears and clothes inspired her recent work, which
hangs on her walls. In them, dense fogs inhabit a few cells in
the old lunatic asylum in town, and linger in the woods that
surround it. I am nor certain how she achieved these effects, but I
like the concept: she knows the ghosts are not real, yet she passes
them off in earnest despite that. Skeptics have fun, too.
Before the photographer returns, Sarada and I will fix lhe
broken bed. We will carry her box springs discretely to where
we found chem. Later she will see how we scraped her wooden
floor. Perhaps she will nor see this, though, for several months
after she returns, and by then she might have put it out of her
mind that Sarada lived here. She might wonder if the scars were
made the night before, by something unseen. Ar midnight her
bed will snap, in the same place where Sarada and I broke it, as
she shifts her groggy weight. Her mattress, which I am currently
sprawled on, will slump with mystery from the wooden frame to
the floor. She might wonder if disquieted spirits have emanated
from the ground to tell her something.
She seems to think about this sort of thing often enough to
draw such conclusions. Others have gotten ideas like it based on
less complicated evidence than what I am providing her. With
any luck the cats will act disturbed when the bed breaks again
and frighten the photographer even more. I know the truth,
though. There are no ghosts: rather, wooden beds are nor strong
enough to withstand housesitters in love.
At first I thought the cars were not all bad. They relieved
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themselves in the appropriate sandbox, and left me alone as long
as I kept clear of their sink. They even crawled into bed with
me at night. With Sarada gone, there was room enough for me
and both of them together. We each snuggled up to ourselves,
at peace.
fu the week wore on I dozed later into the day. The first time
I slept in, Mavis attacked a pile of her owner's papers with claws
and teeth. I could hardly believe how loud this was. She was
trying to wake me up. I told Mavis to go to hell, and she stopped,
and then I shut my eyes and dreamed about a giant lobster.
Monkey took over the next morning. Some cardboard boxes
inhabit the space next to the mattress where I sleep, and he dug
his claws into them, at high volume, and made my life feel like
an unfortunate mistake at five in the morning. I refused to hit
him, which I worried might be the only thing that could halt
his awful behavior. This quickly became a morning ritual.
In a high school anatomy class I dissected a cat in order to
learn something. I had to reach in and split its ribcage with my
bare hands. If! could somehow convey that experience to Mavis
and Monkey I think they would manage to leave me alone when
I want them to, and we would get along splendidly.
I descended to the town my second night here, to see what the
noise was about. One would expect that, on a Monday in the
summer, college kids might calm down a little. I could hear
them from up at the photographer's house, though, at their
howling parties. I went out, and passed a crowd of college guys
who stood on a porch with their shirts off and shouted at girls
who walked behind and in front of me. The girls ignored them.
None of us had anything better to do.
They all failed to acknowledge me, and I might as well have
not been there. I walked into a crowded bar where I knew
nobody. I breezed past a few average, living people at the
entrance, then scurried to the back while I eyed the crowd,
pretending I needed to use the restroom. I stood there a few
seconds, looked in a mirror, then turned and left. It occurred
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to me later that if! had been killed by an SUV on the way to
that bar (which I just know is bound to happen someday) and
had unknowingly become a ghost and continued on my way,
thinking I was still alive, my ghost self would have behaved in
that same fashion, talking to no one, avoiding eye contact, not
ordering any drinks.
The next day I passed on foot the remains of a devastating
collision berween rwo cars. The street was filled with torn metal
and no passengers. ]fl had been standing near the vehicles when
they hit, I thought, I could have easily been killed. I got worried,
thinking perhaps I really had been there and died, and then had
joined the spirit world and forgotten the event, as ghosts will
supposedly do, and gone about my quiet life as usual. I entered
a bakery nearby, and no one saw me. It appeared that my end
had finally come.
Then I caught sight of a friend of my ex-girlfriend, and
she scowled at me. She was disgusted, as though my ears were
weeping ectoplasm. This reassured me that I was still alive. I
could not decide exactly how I felt about this.
Sarada returned with her golden hair, and she did not like my
lettuce and LSD fantasy when I told it to her. She did not think
it was funny. She said it sounded like something her ex-husband
would have done.
Sarada's father and sister came one afternoon to drop some
things off, and they looked at the ghost photographs on the wall.
I tried to explain to them what effect the photographer seemed
to be after, what she was trying to achieve, and they did not like
this at all. They were displeased with the whole concept, and
I found myself trying to make the photographer sound good
so that they would think highly of her. I wanted them to like
the photographer. I still have not met her myself, and I am not
certain I will like her if! do.
Now that I am near the moment when I will exit this place
for uncertain things ahead, I want to leave something for the
photographer to find, an object she will know me by. I do not
Ill
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keep business cards, as I make no money from the things I do.
I could leave a copy of something I wrote while I was here,
perhaps an early draft of this very essay, but if I did she might
take it the wrong way, or steal it and publish it herself, or try to
publish it and fail. Who knows how she would react. Despite
how intimately I have come to dislike her cats, I know almost
nothing about chis woman, and I doubt I ever wi ll. She could be
a sadist, for all I know. She could be friends with my ex-girlfriend,
or with all of my ex-girlfriends. I do not chink she will res pond
well if I leave a signature behind m e.
I have my doubts, however, as to whether I can help it.
Everything I do in this house remin ds me how easily the
photographer could perceive the remnants of my presence when
she returns in September. I lose, at the very lease, one hair per
day in her living room . Everywhere I go I rrail a mess of evidence
behind me, indicating where in the universe I have existed. I
might as well spend this summer on the surface of the moon,
where no wind will ever sweep my footprints from the dirt below
me, and dust mites will not eat my flaky remains.
I chink I understand why ghosts are never as direct and
obvio us as believers think they are, and as skeptics think ghosts
would be were they real. We are not the ones specters would want
to talk to if they could do it. Like the photographer and me,
ghosts are stuck with us by circumstance, and most of us-living
and dead--would much rather be windsurfi ng.
I will not miss the cats after I leave. As soon as I move in with
Monty, they will be strangers to me. If we cross paths on the street
and they look at me expectantly, I will walk past them without
making eye contact. I will brush chem off as though they were
insane, or salesmen, or insane salesmen, and leave chem without
a word. They will feel betrayed and confused.
Many of the people I know in this town are leaving, or they
have left already. I have lost couch with dozens of friends in these
last three years, and it feels like I have not seen them in ages.
Even Sarada will be gone by September.
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I have some friends in town still, and I should not pretend
that they have all disappeared or become astronauts. This fall I
will inhabit an apartment near the photographer's house with
Monty, and he is more animate in five minutes than most people
are all day. There will be others around, too, but the friends I
never see far outnumber those that I do. I will be everywhere
surrounded with absences and dead potential. My life has never
been so ghostly as that.
It did not have to turn out this way: Monkey could have tried
harder not to throw up; Mavis could have kept his urine off the
bathroom tile; they could have left me alone in the mornings,
and made my life easier. They should have thought about these
things at the start of our week together, and things could have
turned out differently. When I am gone, in their cat brains I
will have been a specter, a transitional presence who has found
some other way to occupy his time, perhaps with some stray
cats-less demanding ones-in a house where no one lives on
the other side of town. I will vanish, and they will forget me,
and the photographer may never know that I was ever here.
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WHEN THE HousE CRAMPS IN ON Us AND YouR
BLACK AND WHITE CAT

Elizabeth Fogle

Sometimes I wait for you
in my small bathroom
of muted purples and greens .
Reclining in the tub
like David's Marat; but not
dead, no bloody wounds
turning my bath brown and red
and slick like oil while I
slump with a petition in my hand.
Not that at all. Just waiting.
Waiting for you to come home and
find me in dim candlelight
behind my closed door. I let my
hands Roat, cupped up towards
the low ceiling, watching the water
Rood in and out of the low plain
of my palm. I notice a strand
of brown hair there, mine,
and know if you find me like this
I might be tempted later to write
of my sex and your sex and
the smell of it all on my fingers.
But then I'm afraid I'm growing old
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when I think like this and realize
I won't be making love to you as we both
grow even older and even farther apart
and know finally what the change has become.
+

I never to ld you chat the morning after
Jackie died, I didn't want to leave you
because your skin was glowing golden
·against the white sheets as you slept,
your back rising and falli ng with your
steady breaching. I chink I did mention
I fo und the stray by the sidewalk again,
th e one you've given a name,
eating a bird, his small, gray mouth
chewing through gristle and feather.
What I meant to say was that you are alive
and I am alive and so is the grass
which grows so quickly among the clover
that used to choke our backyard.
+

Outside our small, brightly lie house,
the summer heat slows the city down
in beiges and browns and smoky grays.
A neighborhood dog barks and Rory
11 5
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with the cherry-red coupe pumps his bass
loud enough to rattle che windows.
There, in the midst of too many words
and too liccle si lence, I realize things
are easier to imagine when you give them
a name. And I wonder what name you will give
chis feeling, this place as you button
your shire and tie your shoelaces. And
I know like so many rimes before, you won't tell me
as your eyes crinkle into a smile and you laugh
at rhe clumsiness of it all. I know it amuses you
and your black and white car when she lifts her chin
higher for you to scratch and dusk closes in
on our shining, cracked panes.
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PRESIDENT'S DAY

Jared Walls

Over the television recall of lucha libre masks,
his roommate walks into the living room,
wearing nothing but briefs and asks, ''Are we in school
on President's Day?" The roommate lets out a belch,
his throat open like a Aue.
Pinned to the table by a Wonder Woman coffee mug,
is the murder mystery novel he's been working on
for three semesters now. In it, the killer/ protago nist is a poet
who bludgeons other poets to death with their own manuscripts.
At this moment, during a contemplation of murder,
he recalls his sister smacking his mouth after he said
she looked like the cheerleaders in that Nirvana video.
He was glad she squinted all the time, because she had eyes like planets.
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CLUSTER

Wendy Barker

A ring of stars, a crown
of lights, a necklace.
Pearls, lambent on a strand
like my mother's, the ropes
she wanted us to wear,
her gleaming jade, cool
in the hand, on the throat.
These are new stars, as stars go.

The pearls are cultured, from Japan,
the jade from China, before the War.
Our last dinner, she'd weighted
her fingers, bony chest, her ears.
Erect as always, that body
didn't bend under all those stones.
The Milky Way weaves through
this constellation, south of which
a nebula, black rent, absorbs
the light from stars beyond.
When she died, we twisted loose
her diamond earrings, opal ring.
At the end, we'd heard only
her breathing, slower and
slower till we were left with
her mouth agape, a silent
ring of flesh, the teeth inside
a space too dark to see.
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Dave Peters

In the shop they were offered tea by a mildly obsequious man
with a long beard. He unrolled at least a dozen rugs, each very
orn ate, and raid them about the weaving, all by hand , the
hours of labor that had gone into the making, the skill and the
training. Behind him a woman whispered to her husband that
she co uld see th e way the machine had stitched out th e pattern,
that she could tell. It hardly mattered. There wasn't any room
for a rug on the bus.
The tea was strong and sweet, hot enough to be satisfying in
the cool, cavernous room. Sam helped Jane up from the Aoor
and they examined some of the rugs on the wall, the designs
moving intricately, almost seductively, as if they could speak.
Jane srood mes merized in front of one, fin ally shaking her
head and mentioning "The Yellow Wallpaper," as if watching
too long would drive her crazy. How would she pack a rug for
the plane home?
The owner of the shop appeared close behind her, his fin gers
interlocked in front of him, a stance both condescending and
invasive. The djellaba he wore was as involved as the rugs, a
tattoo he could take on and off.
"This one is special ," he said.
He gave a history of the artisan and her famil y, povertystricken and full of integrity, naturally. Everyone here had
some hard luck story, each one practiced and believable, but
so jumbled together they began to be like the landscape, the
long rolling dunes in the distance that Sam and Jane would
leave behind when they went home. This was a vacation, not
a mission. Jane told herself she would buy so mething, but not
from this man, with the baleful look behind his beard, the hints
of brown circling his mouth, cigarette or khat residue. She
would buy a few things, small, useful things, and she would
pretend to haggle, because the guidebooks told her it was rude
119
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ro pay the offered price, bur she would nor be raking home
something as cumbersome as a rug, no matter how beautiful it
was, and especially because it wo uld contrast too much with the
beggars, muddying the experience and trading decoration for
understanding. Sam had convinced her this trip was a learning
experience, and she'd come to see that he was right.

The embassy had a fac ility that looked like it had been prepared
for a thousand casualties, as if every American o n rhe continent
would be in this precise location at the same time, each of them
in need of medical attention. Sam looked down the long corridor
of empty beds, wondering what catastrophe had entered these
diplom ats' minds, and then everything began to warp and
expand .
"Sir?"
H e turned to see her with the room's tunnel swarming,
breathing around her head and shoulders. She was dressed like
a soldier, bur to ld him she was a nurse. H e wo uld've believed
anything, except the truth , and so her uniform was perfect. She
was gruff, like a nurse, and took charge li ke one, but by chat
tim e he wasn't paying attention to her. He was loo king over her
shoulder, and then back over his, to each end of the hall.
"S he' ll be fine," the nurse said .
She pushed down on his shoulders to put him in one of the
beds. H e bent at the knees and elbows like a machine.
"The doctors are looking at her."
She stuck him with a needle that kept going in his arm, in ,
in , in, until he was asleep.

They'd been warned to travel in pairs, at the very least, to stay
with the group if at all poss ible, and for the first few days they'd
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done just that. It wasn't quite bori ng, the regimentation, rhe
routine, but it d idn't fir rhe adventu rous idea they'd brought
with chem. Neither did the police presence. It felt like every
time a native person leaned in to offer advice or lower his asking
price, so meone in the distance unholscered or cocked a gun . This
hardly made Jan e feel safe, and though she didn't men tion it to
Sam, she co uldn't imagine he disagreed with her. The securi ty
teams were a reminder chat something was at least a little out of
balance, that given the opportun ity, somethin g could go wrong.
It was a co nstant lesson to stay within earshot.
W hi ch they had done at the market, the thought of safety
not fa r fro m their minds when they rounded the co rner to look
at the spices in careful mounds on a wooden table stacked on
sawhorses. Jane stared at the heaps of fi ne powder, redolent and
slightly hieroglyphic, a mixture with an aroma like curry that
suddenly made the air feel thick and overbearing. A distraction
and a cu riosity. Over it all was the ubiquitous canvas tent, the
nomad's shelter chat seemed to be more present than the mud
structures that lined the more prosperous streets. To protect the
spices fro m the desert wind, the table was pulled back a few feet
in to the tent.
She was wo ndering what she would do with a canister of
cumin when she felt something cut th rough th e aroma, ratchet
up the heat.

They were Aown by m ili tary transport to Ramstein, which Sam
remembered as a band. The connection wasn't fa r fro m his mind
as they rattled and shook over the Mediterranean, their rickety
plane shuddering to bring them back to Europe, where they'd
started. Jane had been under sedation fo r days at that point, and
he knew chat her shaking wasn't solely due ro the Aighc. Sam was
ashamed to be pleased that the noise kept chem from talking,
and transferred his anger to the army, which couldn't or wouldn't
arrange fo r more comfortable transportation.
12 1
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He'd been asleep for almost a day before he could see her,
and still he put it off, walking to the end of the infirmary and
stopping at the doorway. Finally he ventured into an alcove
where an unmanned nurse's desk sat underneath a presidential
portrait. Everything in the embassy was prepared for siege, as
if the employees had a plan to fall back when the gates were
breached, farther and farther into the building, inside a warren
of protective gates and doors. He knocked on the steel barrier on
the far side of the alcove and received no response. The sedatives
having worn off, he had a strong urge to see Jane, to help her, or
confirm her. He began knocking again, this time with the heel
of his hand, harder and harder until it was a sound all by itself,
neither noise nor music, just something to do.

Two more flights and they were home, at the end of a two-week
vacation after only five weeks. Sam was surprised at both the loss
of time and the relative quickness of their return , this time on
an ordinary jet that flew for twelve hours, giving them ample
time to avoid the conversation they still hadn't shared.
Out of the jerway there was no one waiting, just a sea of
bobbing h eads like a bingo cage and a single line of people eager
to board. Then through the corridors, a Hawaiiana art display,
all along the terminal, until finally near the baggage claim Jane's
mother appeared with a strained smiling face, like a month-old
jack-a-lantern. Her worry seemed to have caved her in. She
came forward with her arms outstretched like Frankenstein's
monster.

"Honey."
Jane backed away involuntarily. Her mother dropped her
hands.
"We'll get your bags."
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H ome. Ne ither Sam nor Jane parsed rhe wo rd , but Mrs.
Sedgwick didn't give them rime. She unpacked for both of them,
taking rather ridiculous care of Jane's clothes, as if she were a
forensic scientist looking for clues. Sam's clothes she pu t away
with an alacri ty bordering on distaste. She seemed to know
where everything went, which made Sam wo nder how often
she'd been here since she'd heard , and since she'd come back to
prepare for them.
Jane's mother had arrived at the embassy less than twelve
ho urs after Sam had come our of sedation, and had made herself
indispensable, a combination psychiatrist's couch and iro n lung,
positioned in the matrix of the compound with a familiarity that
suggested she'd lived a previous life as a very efficient functionary.
She stayed there fo r a week, useful as a blanket, until Jane asked
her to go home and wait.
W hen so meone said a person made a better doo r than a
window, they were always talking about Jane's fa ther. He had
a way of filling a doorway completely, usually fo r effect, bur
this first time he'd seen his daughter since her exotic vacation ,
he paused there, just behind her, as if the idea of his entrance
were enough, better than his actual arrival. The sun shone over
his shoulders, the corona just perfectly situated around his bald
head, as ifhe were made oflight. Or darkness. His position there
was a perfect eclipse.
"Angel."
Both Jane and her mother turned to face him . Sam felt more
than a little extraneous.

The first night away from the military base Sam came from the
bathroom in pajama bottoms and a T-shirt, stopping a few feet
from rhe hotel bed to look at Jane across it. Just when he felt it
almost unbearable that one of them should speak, Jane undressed
completely and stood at the edge of rhe bed, with just a little
hesitation, as if she were wondering about the temperature of a
123
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pool. Then she slid under the covers. Sam was frozen.
"Oh," she said, "just get in the bed."
This was her demeanor with him from that point forward.
She wou ld accept no sympathy, no so licitations or help,
preferring instead to do the heavy lifting herself. She gave him
the impression chat he was the fragile one, the injured one, and
he had to remind himself what the truth was.

In che grocery store, Mrs. Sedgwick called the checker a nigger.
There was some mundane dispute, something about a price or
a coupon , and Mrs. Sedgwick said "dumb nigger," crumpled
her money, and tossed it in on the conveyor belt. The checker
watched the bills slide down and catch in the trap.
It wasn't until Jane's mother was almost finished putting her
bags into her car that the manager found her.
"Ma'am?"
Mrs. Sedgwick loaded the last two sacks into the back seat.
Then she pushed her care to the end of the aisle, making sure it
rested against the parking abutment without rolling away. She
turned back.
"Ma'am."
The man's face was all downward angles, as if che wrinkles
somehow linked to the frown . H e had a thin moustache,
trimmed to half-width between his upper lip and nose. The hair
stopped at the east-west barriers of his overlarge cheeks. He gave
the impression he'd been lying in a heap among the back stock
until a complaint had caused him to be inflated co emerge and
deal with the problem.
"O n e of our emp loyees brought some thing ro my
attention.,,

Mrs. Sedgwick could see the faces lining up in the store
window.
"What is it? "
Her own terseness surprised her.
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"My courtesy clerk said that you insulted her."
"What did I say?"
"She said you insulted her. That you used ... an epithet."
"Which was?"
Nei rher of them was going to repeat it.
"Ma'am , I think it would be best if you didn't shop here any
more."

Mrs. Sedgwick turned and got in the car. As she drove away,
she saw the people in the srore celebrating.

"They weren't even black, Mom."
Jane leaned into the washer and pulled out the sheets. This
part she didn't think she'd ever have to describe. In face, she hadn't
described anything, up to that point. She'd discussed how she
fe lt, and what she was going to do, or how she was coping, in
a derail chat seemed to erase the facts, or push them aside, but
she hadn't talked about what had happened at all.
"They were African, Mom." She put the sheets in the dryer
and switched it on. "I was in Africa. Bur they weren't black. And
how could you call someone chat, anyway?"
Her mother stood there with an expression less chastened
than defiant. She was hardly there to cake a lesson.
One of chem was the color of cumin. Two of them were
the color of nutmeg. One was coriander, and rh e ocher was
cinnamon. All of rhem were represented by the piles of powder
in the tent, as if they'd sprung from the spices, or vice-versa. In
the space of time it took for everything to happen, which was
quite a while, there were surprisingly few details. The ones she
remembered, though, were sharp, exact, and indelible. Most
of these were facts that her mother would not be able to hear,
that Jane would not be able to hear if she were in her mother's
place.
"I asked you a question," Jane said.
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The raised voices were something new. Previously everything in
the house had been in a protective layer of silence, like insulation.
Sam was grateful for the catastrophe, whatever it was. It was
time for a child down a well or a broken leg, a manageable
disaster. An argument was just what he needed, if only ro get
them all talking.
Blocking the doorway was Jane's father, his arms tensed and
pressed out just a little from his body, the light coming around
him. He moved aside and let Sam squeeze inro the room.
Why was Sam afraid of her, glaring at her mother, why was
he frightened of the woman who used ro hold on to him in
shady neighborhoods, on their way to urban restaurants? What
had he become? He could probably carry her in one arm, and
she scared him.
"Please," he said, raising his voice over the rattle of the dryer.
"Srop."
"Shut up. This has nothing ro do with you."
"It does. I was there."
"You watched."
They looked at Sam, all of them except Jane, who turned her
attention back to her mother.
"] won't have you behaving like this."

When Sam went back with the soldiers, they discovered that
no one had witnessed anything, not so much as a suspicious
character or a pickpocket. The tent itself was still there, one of
many, though it had been emptied of its contents and looked
deserted for good. A rope come loose from its stake snapped
in the wind like a whip. Sam jumped. The soldiers shook their
heads.
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"Why did you go in there alone'"
"We didn't go in alone," Sam said. "We went together."
He rem em be red walking past the woman who'd criticized
the rug, how she'd talked about the caftan she wanted to buy,
and had complained about the quality of the material. Sam had
taken Jane's hand and gone in another direction.
Jane hadn't been asked to join them. The soldiers hadn't
mentioned it, and Sam thought she wouldn't be up to rerurning,
wouldn't want to come back and find the men there, grinning or
fearful or indifferent. He'd convinced her to make the trip for her
courage, which seemed lacking in the States, as a way to show
her the world, even in the controlled environment of a tour, so
that she wouldn't be so afraid to try new things in the furure.
"What did your guide tell you?"
There were circles of residue where the mounds of spices
had been.
"Didn't your guide tell you to stay with the group?"
Inside the tent the men had put a knife to his throat. Simple.
He hadn't ever thought something like that would happen to
him, or he'd thought it would, watch and wallet, over in a
minute. On a bicycle trip through South America he'd been
beaten severely, but he was traveling alone, he was young, and
he'd recovered quickly. In Thailand he'd had everything stolen
from his hotel room, even his passport. He'd gotten caught in a
brawl in Dallas, once. Those other experiences were srories, and
he'd laughed in telling them.
"Because you always stay with the group. The guides are there
for your protection. You were told that."
Well, he wasn't told that, at least not explicitly. The lead soldier
had a European accent, almost, as if he'd learned his English
by way of France. In the U.S. his language skills would be very
marketable. His expression confirmed that nothing would be
done about all this. Sam stared at the moving canvas, coming
forward and back as if the tent were alive.
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Sam couldn't sleep, because when he closed his eyes, he saw
himself watching. Jane had apologized, at some length, moving
on to the origin of the trouble, and describing her mother's
actions as unforgivable. Then she'd considered the matter settled
and had gotten into bed.
He realized it might have been easier if he'd gotten killed. If
he'd gotten killed it wouldn't have been so much a compounded
injury as a diversion from what had happened to her. Dead, he
would be a useful distraction. Alive, he had nothing to offer. Jane
seemed to know that, to hold onto it and use it. Even so, if she
knew what he was thinking she would call him melodramatic.
She slept coiled in sheets the color of rope. Sam realized for
the first time that he loved her with a wildness that he hadn't
ever acknowledged. It had taken all of this for him to see it, a
feral kind of desire that had become manifest after their trip.
There in the bed he wanted to devour her. He imagined waking
her up and seeing her eyes glow in the dark.
Like most untutored students of a foreign language, they'd
known the cursewords well, though sometimes they shouted
things at Sam that didn't apply. And like movie characters they
knew all the conjugations of violence. The knife jerked against
his throat with each threat. lfhe closed his eyes he could see the
men taking turns. He could see himself watching them, could
see Jane's legs in the air like something butchered.

"These men," Jane's father said to Sam, "they think women are
this way, and then they act it out on them."
It was the first time they'd been alone. A few times they'd
found themselves in the same room together, but they didn't even
notice each other, cocking their ears to listen for Jane's voice and
keeping decidedly apart. They kept at a discreet bur measurable
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distance until Jane finally agreed to go shopping with her mother,
just to be away from their continued surveillance.
"This is a rite of passage for them. They do it in their own
communities."
Jane's father had become an immediate authority on all
things African, from the chief exports of Namibia to the sack
of Carthage. He could talk at any length about genocide or
the diamond trade. He'd tried an encyclopedic approach to his
problem, as if knowing everything could bring relief to the one
thing with which he couldn't cope. And so with Mrs. Sedgwick
planning every moment to keep her daughter from thinking at
all, Mr. Sedgwick took up the slack and concentrated on the
facts, piling them up to smother the truth.
"I don't understand how they can blame us for immorality
and then do those kinds of things. What are they angry at?
What's their point'"
He pored over articles on the Internet, in popular magazines
and books. These explanations were written for people who
didn't know anything, as primers or polemics, and Jane's father
utilized them for his own purposes, to confirm his desires, like
pornography. Finding evidence of depravity seemed to comfort
and support him. Mrs. Sedgwick was so omnipresent in her
daughter's life that this was probably the first time anyone had
a chance to hear the explanations Mr. Sedgwick had formed.
But he was getting nowhere. Sam listened to it all out of
politeness, primarily, but also to have something else to think
about, and to believe that Jane's father didn't blame him. Sam
wanted to be forgiven in a way that didn't seem possible, bur
he kept paying attention in case Mr. Sedgwick stumbled on
something, leaving open the possibility that there was an
incantation to save him, a loophole that didn't turn into a noose.
It was easy to seem like he was intent because Jane's father was
talking quickly, and wanted the confirmation that Sam's silence
gave.
"How can they pray so often and do those things?"
"Do you mean they wouldn't have the time?"
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Jane stood in the doorway with two shopping bags hanging
like weights from her hands. She dropped them with a thud
and turned the corner into the laundry room. Her father was
startled.
"No, honey. I'm just trying to understand."
"Why?"
She reappeared in rhe doorway with an armful of rightly
wrapped bedding, the bulk ofir twisted small enough to resemble
a loaf of bread.
"I need to make sense of things, Jane."
"Thar doesn't work. Sense isn't part of it."
"Then what do I do?"
"You can do anything you want."
With char, she was gone.

Sam stopped in the bedroom doorway as Jane stood under the
windowsill to finish slipping on the fitted sheet, tucking the last
corner of the mattress under the fabric. He watched as she bent
over and stretched our her arms to push the wrinkles away. He
watched as she went to the foot of the bed and shook our the top
sheet, letting it fall in soft folds like hillocks. Then again, with
a snap and a ripple like a flag in the wind, Jane foregrounded
and solitary as the sheet went up, then silhouetted against the
incoming light as the sheet came back down, her image faint in
the glass across from her. Sam tried to catch her reflected eye,
but the sheet interfered as it came up again, whoosh and snap,
rising between her and the window. Sam closed his eyes and
listened.
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CERTAINTY

Michael Homolka

The first kiss goes down like a glass
of flat champagne on a holiday no one
has ever heard of. The later ones
are li ke a generation of wolves born
fully grown. Dramatis personae. I search
the list, the first act and the last,
the footnotes, the index, the copyright page.
You are not there. And what am I
read ing? This is the wrong book
and the play was written centuries ago.
One thing I know for certain
is your name, and even more certainly,

the way you do things, the way
you are not at home with the quiet
side of yourself, the way you drink
vodka and pretend ro celebrate.
Once you were chis way, now you are
chat way. A new hairstyle and the rock
is replaced over the cave mouth
for good. No one can remember
whether there was a body there or nor.
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Micah Ling

I'd swap my legs for wings
if they were offered. If
a dragonfly whispered
the proposal and circled
my head, I'd nod
like an eager auction buyer
and we'd seal the deal.
I'd wander above rhe sea
with onion-skin arms
teasing cattails, rummaging
the highest fruits.
I'd taste the air in my tiny body
just long enough to yearn for feet
to feel the grass and the sand
on roes I'd given up.
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THE LADY WITHOUT A

DoG

Sara Kaplan

Near the Lower East Side Tenement Museum,
on Essex Street, in the pickle district,
Cuss's barrels of kosher sour, half-sour, quarter-sour, new
and spicy pickles, olives, sauerkraut, and pickled green tomatoes
bob in th eir juices whil e I stand in line in June-and watch women's chick
white arms stretch and point. My eyes water from the citythe women in front of me, their underarm garlic-scented sweat
staining their blouses, and saltwater hovering with the sour
fermented cucumbers while a man snaps into a fresh green one.
I carry loads of boxes of jars of pickles and olives
into the trunk of my car, and in that warm dark!1ess, the pickles and olives
slosh through the Midtown Tunnel.

I came to rhe city only for the picklesto take chem back to my basement, back to dolls and vinyl, dial

phones-all my obvious paraphernalia: unhooked and damaged.
Next to the water heate r, I stare at the dust-stale-air soak in the scent of brine.
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Jenny H anning

Kath erine wakes up one morning, showe rs, dresses , drinks
a cup of co ffee, and does all the things that are routine. The
children are gone already, and one- the daughter- has left her
lunch bag sitting on the counter. Katherine opens it and guesses
from the state of the cheese cubes-soft and greasy, corners
rounded-that the lunch has been sitting out since the night
before, sometim e shortly after Katherine packed and placed
it in the fridge. Katherine's daughter has a habit of taking her
lunches out to check the contents. The daughter is a child who
cannot accept any form of change or surprise. As a mother this
used to worry Katherine, but for the last few yea rs wo rry has
been shifting steadily toward annoyance.
Katherine's daughter pitched a fit when they boughr a new
sofa and ottoman . "Where will I eat cereal!" she screamed. She
cried until she vomited.
Katherin e feels she has made a lot of allowances where her
daughter is concerned. She's thrown away a lot of cheese.
Kath erine throws away today's cheese and puts the lunch
back in the fridge for tomorrow. She lifts the sleeping cat off the
windows ill, but before she has opened the door to put it out, it's
already trying to get back inside, turning in her arms. The cat
becomes liquid, slips from her grasp and vanishes-under the
furniture, up the stairs-who knows? Katherine sighs, rinses out
her coffee cup, slides into her shoes, and is on her way.
Katherine teaches junior high, Honors English, and finds that
she has more and more difficulty not comparing her daughter
to the oddball girls in her classes, the ones that get called spaz
and freak, who sic at the front , and always volunteer to read
out loud. The ones with terrible ratty hair, droopy clothing,
and no friends . The least favorites among Katherine's students,
the ones she actually dislikes. She is chinking about this-her
daughter-when the car's windshield shatters in to a million
tiny cubes.
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Stupidly, Katherine's final words are, "Rainbows. Rainbows,"
and no one but her has any idea what it is she means.
Katherine wakes up again. Through half-open eyes she can see
the tip of her tail curled neatly over her slim little paws. This
sight is not any less strange than it was the first time she woke
ro it. Across the arch of her shoulder there are at least one dozen
shafts of hair, offur, that are not laying appropriately flat. The
compulsion to clean and organize is familiar. Katherine had it in
her human body too. After a fight with her husband she would
go at the baseboards with a roothbrush, as if clean baseboards
were a necessity for survival. It could feel chat way when she
was a person. Katherine feels chat way now about her fur, the
spaces between her toes, her whiskers, and her genitals. Easier
than flipping a pancake, Katherine tucks a leg behind her head
and begins a steady licking of her anus, thinking, IfRobbie could
see me now.

The night before Katherine dies Robbie admits he feels their
sex life has gotten stale. Katherine is hurt, but not particularly
offended. When Robbie says he has a few suggestions, some
ideas, Katherine tries to be patient, but then he uses the phrase,
spice things up, and Katherine cannot help it, she laughs him
out of bed. Robbie spends half an hour in the bathroom with
the water running, which srrikes Katherine as womanly, so by
the time he comes out she is no longer sorry that she hurt his
feelings. He hurt hers too. She spreads herself out across the
bed in the shape of a starfish. It isn't actually comfortable, but
it forces Robbie ro sleep on the very edge of the mattress. It's
less comfortable for him. His alarm goes off before hers. Robbie
does not kiss Katherine's sleepy face goodbye. She wonders now
if he feels guilty.
Katherine is crying to have a good attitude about this. She
has to, so that she doesn't go insane. Sunning herself on the
windowsill she makes jokes, This is what I getfor making them read
Kafka-but late at night when she is filled with a thrumming and
135
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shameful need co poke her paws into the cage holding her son's
guinea pig-raking swipes ar its head, going at it until her fur is
rubbed off on the wire-she becomes desperately ph ilosophical.
Katherine runs through everything she knows about heaven and
hell and purgato ry while licking at her raw ski n and fighting the
desire co try co knock the lid off of the gu inea pig's cage and ger
its skull in her jaws.
Katherin e wonders why she remembers anything. If this is
reincarnation-which seems the most plausible explanationwhy was she not born as a kitten? What has become of the cat
chat lived in the cat-body before her, ifit was ever a cat all?-and
if not, if it were some other person, then what has become of
them? Is this punishment? These thoughts keep Katherine up
through the night stalking the house.
She not ices th e genera l untidiness. Du se bunni es a nd
tumbleweeds of human hair and lint gather along the baseboards.
She wants to go co Robbie, wake him and say, What are you
doing' What are you doing? But he closes the bedroom door at
night. He should keep it open for the children. H e is co ntinuing
co let Katherine down.
She tries co split her waking time between her daughter
and her so n. Katherine watches them sleep at night, pressed
against the backs of their knees in the spot where they are
warmest through their covers. le is impossible for her co tell
if they are in mourning for her. W hen they speak co her she
can not understand. Words are distorted; they are like fragments
of muted conversation heard through a wall. Their voices are
fam iliar, but their language so distant and watery that Katherine
cannot give it any meaning.
The children may come to her- to the cat- to laugh, or cry,
or confide their secrets. They try co hold her close. She feels
their chests move, the warmth of their breath on her fur, but
then she is skittering away, unsettled by a sudden movement,
or the pressure of their arms tightening around her springy ribs.
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Katherine comes to avoid them when they are awake.
She discovers new sneakers by the door, drawn to them by their
strange new shoe smell- it irritates her nose. Katherine devotes
an entire morning to nibbling off the plastic tabs at the ends
of the laces.
The snow is melted away. The birds are out again.
Crickets are chirping in the yard. The pounce is satisfying, the
crunch of their-Exoskeleton-Katherine thinks, is better.
Under the whine of summer insects, sounds inside the
house distress her. No one comes to the door when Katherine
sits yowling on the welcome mat so she goes around the back
and climbs the bittersweet bush lickery-split. This is a phrase
that remains. She watches the flex, the grip and release of
retractable claws, and thinks of clapping her hands at the front
of the classroom: Let's wrap this up now. Chop-chop. Lickety-split.
There is the hole that she has ripped in the screen. Katherine
lands easily on the rim of the sink. Her agility still shocks and
delights her.
Upstairs the bedroom door is open and her son is there sprawled
out with his face pushed into the sheets on what was once
Katherine's side of the bed. They have always been close, she
and her boy. The year before Katherine's death, her son began ro
do badly in school. Unlike the daughter he had always been an
easy child, happy, friendly, bright, popular, pleasant all around.
Katherine undersrood. She knew exactly what was happening.
She taught the Honors English classes for the eighth grade, and
her son would be one of her students. It was something that
she was worrying about as well-how awkward it would be for
both of them. She loved him for trying ro sabotage himself to
save them the discomfort of deciding whether he would call
her Mom in class. As it turned out neither of them needed to
worry about it.
Katherine, her chest trembling with love, leaps onto the bed.
She pushes her face against her son's neck. He turns over sharply,
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unbalancing her, then pulls his hand from under his stomach
and hurls a magazine. It lands open and Katherine recognizes
the winged blonde hair of a third rate celebrity her husband
once had a crush on. She bought the magazine as a joke-the
woman showed her oil slicked breasts in every photo- and
tucked it into Robbie's Christmas stocking-it was years ago.
Katherine cannot believe Robbie kept the magazine. Her son
throws a pillow then, sending her bolting through the bedroom.
Katherine leaves without checking to see if her clothes are still
hanging in the closet.
They have been there for three days . Squeaking. Squeaking.
Squeaking. Katherine has denied herself the pleasure, because
they are just little babies, but now she gives in. The nest is
tucked into hollow in the scone wall between her house and the
neighbors' -good fences make- and she scoops them out and
eats them down still wriggling. Katherine thinks she can feel
the twitching of their miniscule paws inside her. Their blindblue mucus eyes, now turn her stomach. Katherine delivers
them, no longer wriggling, onto the welcome mat in a wash of
yellow bile.
Robbi e co mes at her with the broom. Katherin e feels all her fur
co ming alive. From the corner of the garage she hisses at him.
H e lifts the broom in one hand, hurling it at her like a spear.
If Katherine could speak she would tell him he's a wo man, a
coward, and that he has never been able co satisfy her sexually.
Unable to speak, she dodges the broom and knocks a can of
screws off a shel f onto his car.
The neighbors have a kitten. Katherine is hopeful. She's been
preparing. Practicing different lines. She does not want to seem
desperate or afraid. She decides co go with humor. The kitten is
a tabby, a little Auffy girl, and immediately after determining its
gender Katherine begins to feel on edge. Slut, she thinks as she
watch es th e tabby leap, back curved and legs stiff, pawing for
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a dragonfly obviously out of reach, but Katherine pushes aside
the anger, calms herself, then leaps down from the chokecherry
tree at the end of the driveway.
The kitten is pushing a piece of gravel back and forth between
its paws. Her fur is full of sand. "Mom?" Katherine asks. "Is that
you?" She hopes the pitch is right, that the joke will carry. The
kitten meows. Katherine feels her rail twitching. Meow means
nothing to her. Katherine tries again, asking, "How long have
you-you know?" Waiting she nervously smooches her whiskers.
Then the kitten-that little goddamned bitch- pounces on her
tail. Katherine whaps her sharply on the nose, pins her down
and rips one pert little ear. The kitten is yowling and twisting
so Katherine lets her up. She runs. Katherine would give chase,
but the kitten's blood is on her whiskers and she must clean
them immediately.
It is her son who finally catches her. He throws a rowel over her
head, tangles her feet in it then upends her into a cardboard
box. This is unexpected and terrifying. Katherine is panting and
frenzied. She cannot find a stable place to put her feet. By the
rime the motion stops Katherine is too exhausted to hiss and spit
and shriek and claw. Robbie lifts her from the box and passes
her to her son who holds her against his chest.
Katherine recognizes the brushed metal countertops and floral
prints as the standard decor for all the doctors' offices she's ever
been to, and knows-with mixed feelings-that this is another
end. She would be calm, except for the smell of dogs, it makes
her body anxious all around her. Robbie's hand touches her along
the spine in all the right places, but Katherine hares his touch.
She will not purr for him.
Katherine's head is put through a noose and hands stronger than
she hold her to the table. She focuses on her son, on his face next
to hers, and she must fight down the urge to bat at his Buttering
lashes. One of his hands slips under her sromach, the other cups
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her chin, rubbing gently. Her second chance ending, and it is
the same life, wasted in all the same ways. Katherine finds that
she is overwhelmed.
fu the warm pull of sleep moves through her, she pushes her
head down into her son's hand. He puts his nose against hers,
and she can see the tears, bright, in his clumped lashes, and there
is a floating moment when Katherine is nothing but laughter.
Rainbows, she chinks. Rainbows. Rainbows.
Katherine wakes up again. The air is thick with the smell of
cedar, and the light rhar touches her falls in a grid, bands of
warmth of shadow divided by the wire walls of the cage holding
the body chat holds her.
Katherine believes she is beginning ro undersrand.
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EATING MOORS AND CHRISTIANS

Sandra M . Castillo

We eat the mixture of two Cuban staples: arroz blanco y frijoles
negros, cooked together until the rice is brown , mestizo. I can
smell the oregano, comino, the cilantro Mocher removes, though
I can still taste it, and we crowd around the small dining cable
(which has been moved ro the backyard) , pass the bread, the
papitas fritas in chis corner of M arianao, La Habana, Cuba,
seven hundred and fifty-one years after La Reconquista though
Spaniards still parade through the streets of AJcoy dressed as
Valencian peasants, peones, Navarre soldiers (marked with the
cross of Sc. George), stage battles of vicrory against chose who
choose co play Moros, co carry the scimitars, Saracen war axes,
the Muslim crescent, co ride camels or elephants against the
Cristianos who cake the papier-mache cascle in the afternoon, burn
effi gies against the Valencian sky, beat AJ Achrak, who surrenders
to Los Reyes Catolicos, signaling the coming of Columbus.
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X-RAY

SCREEN

Rebecca Givens

Language, we're told, is something edible,
fi sh being thrown from the pond
and beginning to hum (rather
mythical): language as sharp tips, scales
to eat our meat with, have at the base
of our tongues while food gets moved back
further in our mouths and carriages
of doctors come over to see us
sup: our artichokes raw, salmon nearly
gill-full , green-gold with cherry
tomatoes for eyes
it eludes us, language, though we may eat
and eat, spoo n carrots and quantified
mixtures into our throats (a movement we
see on the screen as two black blobs
slipping past the trachea to the
esophagus, open air) we notice what is
dark as it goes down
and try to mark it, though it swims fast,
sli ps past as soon as the machine
catches o ur swallow
and moves (q uickly) (whirring) away
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KIMO NO

Jessica Goodfellow

Your dead mother's kimono fades in blue
chrysanthem um and shaded green leaf,
but you have only one word for both
dolorous colors. Never mind.
Many seaside dwellers draw no
line between watery hues,
unsu rprised by the vagaries
of the salty kaleidoscope.
Shifts of light, angle, distance,
even wind can gust green
from the purest cerulean blue.
T ime, too, is as fluid
as a noose. What's blue
doesn't stay blue any more
than what's past.
Every New Year you unfold
your mother's empty kimono.
Every morning you rise
on your island of Now,
surrounded by blue blue Time.

Note: Traditionally the Japanese language had only one word, aoi,
for both blue and green. During the Heian Period, a word for
green, midori, came into usage, although it was comidered a shade
ofblue rather than its own color. ft was during the post- World W{ir
If occupation ofJapan that educational materials influenced by
the ~st made a clear distinction between blue and green, though
even today some kinds of vegetation are still called ''aoi, "and green
stoplights are also said to be "blue." Most other green objects are
nowadays referred to as "midori. " 7his grouping of blue and green
into one category is common in many other cultures as well.
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Jacob M. Appel teaches at Brown University in Providence,
Rhode Island, and Gotham Writers' Workshop in New York Ciry.
His shore fiction has appeared in more than sevenry-five literary
journals, incl ud ing Agni, Briar Cliff Review, Missouri Review,
Southwest Review and lhreepenny Review. H e can be found at:
www.jacobmappel.com .
Salvatore Attardo is Professor of Linguistics at Texas A&MCommerce. His poetry has appeared in various magazines,
including Cadillac Cicatrix, Whiskey Island, Quiddity, Main
Channel ¼ices, MO: Writings .from the River, and others.
Wendy Barker has published four collections of poetry and rwo
chapbooks. Recipient of NEA and Rockefeller fellowsh ips, and
rwice a recipient of the Violet Crown Book Award, her poems
and translations have appeared in lhe American Scholar, Kenyon
Review, Poetry, and Boulevard, and she has new work forthcoming
from Georgia Review, Gettysburg Review, Mid-American Review,
lhe journal, and Marlboro Review. She is Poet-in-Residence and a
professor of English at the University of Texas at San Antonio.
Blake Butler has been published or is forthcoming in Ninth Letter,
New York 7j,rant, Fence, Willow Springs, and others. He recently
co mpl eted rwo novels inspired greatly by th e work of David
Lynch. He lives in Atlanta and biogs at blakebucler.blogspot.
com.
Joseph J. Capista lives in Baltimore where he teaches English in a
private high school. H e is the recipient of a Maryland State Arts
Council Individual Artist Award for Poetry. His work has recently
appeared in lhe Colorado Review and Rattle, and is forthcoming
in lhe Beloit Poetry Journal.
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Patrick Carrington is the author of Hard Blessings (MSR
Publishing, 2008) , Thirst (Codhill, 2007), and Rise, Fall and
Acceptance (MSR Publishing, 2006), and winner of New Delta
Review's 2008 Mace Clark Prize and Yemassee's Pocacaligo Contest
in poetry. His poems are forthcoming in The Bellingham Review,
West Branch, The Connecticut Review, and Bellevue literary
Review.
Sandra M. Castillo was born in Havana Cuba. She received
her M.A. from Florida State University. Her poetry collection,
enti tied My Father Sings to My Embarrassment, was published by
White Pine Press . She is a professor at Miami Dade College.
Jona Colson's poems have appeared or are forthcoming in Crab
Orchard Review, Painted Bride Quarterly, and Subtropics. H e
received his MFA from American University and is currently
lecturer of English at Goucher College in Baltimore, MD.
Jim Daniels' recent publications include Revolt of the CrashTest Dummies, winner of the Blue Lynx Poetry Prize, Eastern
Washington University Press; Mr. Pleasant, (fiction) Michigan
State University Press; and In Line for the Exterminator, Wayne
State University Press, all published in 2007. He is the Baker
Professor of English at Carnegie Mellon University.
Sharon Doyle has returned co writing after raising five children
and teaching in two universities. She has work in Brooklyn
Review, Cimarron Review, CutBank, descant, The Midwest
Quarterly, Nimrod, The South Carolina Review, Xavier Review,
and many ocher literary journals. Her work has also appeared
in three anthologies.
Denise Duhamel's most recent book Two and Two (University
of Pittsburgh Press, 2005) is winner of Binghamton University's
Mile Kessler Book Award. Her ocher tides include Mille et un
Sentiments (Firewheel, 2005); Queen for a Day: Selected and New
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Illinois University Press, 1999); and Kinky (Orchises Press, 1997).
A recipient of an NEA Fellowship, she is an associate professor
at Florida International University in Miami.
Patricia Engel earned her undergraduate degree at NYU and her
MFA in creative writing at Florida International University. She is
the winner of the 2008 Boston Review Fiction Prize. Her fiction
appears in Boston Review, Driftwood, Nimrod, and Slice.
Elizabeth Fogle is a Lecturer in English at Penn State Erie, the
Behrend College and recently received her MFA in Creative
Writing at Georgia College and State University with a thesis in
Poetry. A native Southerner, Elizabeth uses history, geography
and family as the inspiration for most of her poetry.
Robert Long Foreman comes from Wheeling, West Virginia,
and today he lives in Missouri. His work is forthcoming in
Alimentum, and has appeared in the Massachusetts Review, the
Frontenac Review, and SLAB.
T. J. Forrester's fiction has appeared in Bruiser Review, The
Emerson Review, Harpur Palate, 7he MacGujfin, 7he Mississippi
Review, and Night Train, and in many other journals as well. He's
working on a novel-in-stories about sex, murder, and mayhem
on the Appalachian Trail.
Meg Franklin graduated from the MFA program at the University
of Florida in 2007. She lives in Gainesville, Florida where she
teaches and tutors.
Rebecca Givens has new or forthcoming work in the Cincinnati
Review, Scene 360, Greatcoat, and DMQ Review. She currently
lives in Boston.
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Jess ica Goodfellow's poetry chapbook, A Pilgrim's Guide to
Chaos in the Heartland, wo n the Co ncrete Wolf C hapbook
Competition. H er work has appeared in Best New Poets 2 006,
Verse Daily, and on 1he Writer's Almanac. Recipient of rhe 2004
Chad Walsh Poetry Prize, Jessica lives in Japan with her husband
and sons.
Jenny H anning is from Maine, but lives in Texas. Her stories
have appeared in 1hird Coast, 1he Portland Review, and ochers.
M ichael Homolka works in book production at Simon &
Schuster and hold an M.F.A. from Benn ington College. His
poems have appeared or are forthcoming in publications such
as Bombay Gin, Court Green, Denver Quarterly, Ellipsis, Poetry
East, Pool, and Willow Springs.
W. Todd Kaneko lives and writes in Grand Rapids, Michigan
where he is a Visiting Assistant Professo r of Writing at Grand
Valley State University. His work has recently appeared in Fugue,
Passages North, and Word Riot, as well as in the book Writers
Gym.
Sara Kaplan teaches creative writing, literature, and composition
at Del Mar College. She received her MFA from the University
ofldaho, and has been published in the fo llowing journals: LIT9,
1he Cincinnati Review, A ntioch Review, New Vilna Review, 1he
Inland, 1he Meadow, and Talking River Review.
Micah Ling received her MFA in poetry from lndianaUniversiry.
Her poems are forthcoming in Flyway, Fifth Wednesday, and New
Southerner. She currently teaches English classes at Belmont
University in Nashville, Tennessee.
Ron McFarland teaches creative writi ng and literature at the
University ofldaho. His most recent book is At the Ballpark, a
chapbook ofbaseball poems (Pudding House Press, 2006). The
147
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Rockies in First Person, his crirical study of recent memoirs from
the northern Rockies, will be published soon by McFarland &
Company (no relation) in North Carolina.

'

Devon Miller-Duggan teaches interdisciplinary courses for the
University of Delaware's Honors Program. She is married to an
historian and has two grown daughters. Her first collection of
poems will appear sometime in 2008 from Tres Chicas Press.
Rum it Pancholi received his MFA in Creative Writing from the
University of Notre Dame in 2008. His chapbook, Anatomy of
a Ghost, was selected by Ray Gonzalez for the 2007 Midwest
C hapbook Series Award. He has also received honors from The
Atlantic and Black Wttrrior Review.
Dave Peters is a motivational speaker in San Francisco. H e
lives with his dog, Chuckles. His most recent stories have been
published in or accepted by The Santa Monica Review, Eureka
Literary Magazine, and Barrelhouse.
Phoebe Reeves grew up in the forests of upstate New York, but
now teaches English Composition , Literature and Creative
Writing at the University of Cincinnati's Clermont College.
She holds a BA in English and Vocal Performance from SUNY
Fredonia, an MA in Literature from the University of Cincinnati,
and an MFA in Poetry from Sarah Lawrence College. Her poems
have recently appeared in Heartlodge, The Lyric, Blueline, The
Comstock Review, and The Potomac Review, among others.
Brian Russell recently received his MFA from the University of
Houston, where he served as Poetry Editor for GulfCoast. Recent
work is forthcoming in Epoch, Quarterly West, LIT, Hanging
Loose, and Carolina Quarterly, among others. As of May 2008,
Brian is a married man.
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Sinduja Sathiyaseelan is originally from Sri Lanka but spent
most of her life in Massachusetts. She is currently attending
the University of Nebraska-Lincoln, pursuing an undergraduate
degree in English. This is her first publica tion in a nonundergraduate journal. "Playing Princess" is rhe fi rst of a larger
collection of short stories entitled Coconuts in July, which rakes
place in her native Sri Lanka during the beginnings of a civil
war. "Playing Princess" takes place in Mani pay, Sri Lanka, in rhe
years between 1977 and 1982.
Amy Bracken Sparks is the author of serious red, and has had
poems recently in DMQ Review, Barn Owl Review, and Hobble
Creek Review. "After Dancing at Swanky's ... " won an Academy
of American Poets prize, judged by H.L. Hix. She received an
MFA from rhe Northeast Ohio MFA program.
John T. Trigonis is an aspiring poet, sc reenwriter, and
independent filmmaker. Aside from his artistic endeavors, John
teaches English, creative writing, and human ities courses at
various universities across New Jersey.
Jared Walls is in the MFA program at Texas State University-San
Marcos and is an editor of Front Porch journal. His work has
appeared in past or forthcoming issues of Willow Springs,Juked,
Scrivener Creative Review, and Night Train Magazine.

Special th anks to Jacqueline Hogan , Assistant Director,
Binghamton University Art Museum, for graciously compiling
and contributing the art portfolio selections on behalf of the
University Art Museum.
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FRIENDS OF HARPUR PALATE

As a nonprofi t organization, we are grateful to the fo llowing
individuals for their support, and invite others ro help us publish
the best of established and emerging vo ices:

BEN EFACTORS

Susan Clark-Johnson
Gannett Foundation

We would also like ro thank our generous sponsors at
Binghamron University:
President Lois DeFleur
D ean Ricardo Rene Laremont
Professor David Bartine
and the English Department
Professor Maria Mazziotti Gillan
and the Creative Writing Program
Graduate Student Organization
Graduate English O rgan ization

W ith special thanks co:
Colleen Burke
Barb Walling
Natalie Greenberg
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SUBSCRIBE TO furu>uR PALATE

Past contributors have included Lee K. Abbott, Marvin Bell, Joan
Co nnor, Stephen Corey, Jim Daniels, Lydia Davis, Viet Dinh,
B. H. Fairchi ld, Sascha Feinstein, John Poch , Jack Rid!, Anis
Shivani, John Smelcer, William V Spanos, Ruth Stone, Virgil
Suarez, Ryan G. Van Cleave, and Robert Vivian.

ORDER

FORM:

$16/1 yr. (Institutions add $4; outside U.S. add $6)
$30/2 yrs (Institutions add $8; outside U.S. add $ 12)
Current Issue

Sta rt with:

Upcoming Issue

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address: _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
C ity/State: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
Zip_ _ _ __ Country_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
C harge:

Visa

Mastercard

# _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _

Expires _ _ _ __

3-digit securi ty code: _ _ _

Or mail with check payable to Harpur Palate to:
Harpur Palate Subscriptions
English Department, Binghamton University
P.O. Box 6000, Binghamton, New York 13902
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HARPUR PALATE SUBMISSION GUIDELINES
We have no rest ri ctions on subject matter or form. Quite sim ply, send

us your highest quality prose and poetry. Read through our guidelines
befo re sending you r work. Almost every li terary magaz ine already says

chis, but it bears repeating: look at a copy of our publication ro get an
idea for what kind of writing we publish.
Please note: Harpur Palate does not accept submissions via email.
Prose: 250 co 8,000 words, one subm ission per author; mail to
Prose Editors. Poetry: 3-5 poems, no more than 10 pages total per
submission; mail

to

Poetry Editors. Paym ent: 2 contributor's copies

per author. Reading periods: We accept submissions between July 15
and November 15 for the winter issue, between December 15 and
Apri l 15 for the summer issue. Send co:

Harpur Palate
English Department
Binghamto n University
P.O. Box 6000
Binghamton, NY 13902-6000
Send a copy of your manuscript, a cover letter, and a business-size, selfadd ressed and stamped envelope (SASE). Manuscripts witho ut SASEs
will be discarded unread. Copies of manuscripts will nor be returned.
Simultaneous submissions are accep table as long as yo u lee us know in
your cover letter char you are simultaneously submitting; also, if your

work is accepted elsewhere, please let us know immediately. Due to
the number of submissions we receive, we cannot respond

to

questions

abo ut whether yo ur wo rk has been read. Unless otherwise noted on
our website, our response time is approx imately 4
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THE MILTON KESSLER MEMORIAL PRIZE FOR POETRY

Award: $500 and publication in the winter issue of Harpur Palate
Opens: Jul y I
Deadline: October I
Milton Kessler- poet and teacher-was a great friend and mentor to
students in the creative writing program at Binghamton University.

In honor of his dedication to the development of writers, Harpur
Palate is pleased to announce the Annual Milton Kessler Memorial
Prize for Poetry.
Poems in any style, form, or genre are welcome as long as they are:
I) no more than three pages, and 2) previously unpublished. The
entry fee is$ I 5/5 poems and includes a I-year subscription to Harpur
Palate. You may send as many poems as you wish, bur no more than
five poems per envelope/entry fee. Please send checks drawn on a
US bank or money orders. Make sure yo ur checks are made out to
Harpur Palate, or we won't be able co process chem (or accept your
submission).
Please include a cover letter with your name, address, phone number,

email address and poem titles. Entrant's name should only appear on
the cover letter and should not appear anywhere on the manuscript.
Manuscripts cannot be returned, so please send disposable copies.

Send entries along with a business-size, self-addressed and scamped
envelope (#10 SASE) for contest results to:
Milton Kessler Poetry Contest

Harpur Palate
English Department
Binghamton University
P. 0. Box 6000
Binghamton, NY 13902-6000
http://harpurpalate.binghamton.edu
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AREAS OF ST U DY

Poetry, fi ction, creative
non-fiction , memoir,
children's literature
FACU LTY

Ruth Scone, Professor Emerita
J aimee Wriston Colbert
Mari a Mazziotti Gillan
Thomas G lave
Les! ie H eywood
J ohn Vernon

MA/PttD
LITERATURE
AND
CREATIVE
WRITING

ASSOCIATE FAC ULTY

Liz Rosenberg
Lisa Yun
PAST VISITING WRITERS

Diana Abu-Jabe r
Marvin Bell
Marilyn Chin
Mark Doty
Marie Howe
Li-Young Lee
Carole Maso
Molly Peacock
H enry Taylor
Quincy Troupe
H elena Maria Viramontes
Tobias Wolff

Maria Mazziotti Gillan
Director, Creat ive: Writing Program
Bing hamton Center fo r Writers
Binghamton University
PO Box 6000
Binghamcon, NY 13902-6000

BINGHAMTON
l:\I\IHSIT\

State University of New York

For information visit our webpage: english.binghamcon.edu/cwpro.
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WRITING BY D EGREES

WRITING BY DEGREES

Binghamton University's graduate creative writing co nference is
now eleven years old. Once an on-campus event ofl ocal colleges
and universities, Writing By D egrees has expanded to host panels
with writers from all over the globe. Recent guest readers have
included Lee K. Abbott, Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie, Steve
Almond, Jo Ann Beard, Lyd ia Davis, Sascha Feinstein, B.H.
Fairchi ld, M. Evelina Galang, Judith Harris, Timothy Liu, Sena
Jeter Naslund, Suzanne Paola, Vijay Seshadri, Neil Shepard, and
Michael Steinberg.
The next Writing By Degrees conference will be held September
25, 26, and 27 at the historic Bundy M ansion, a Queen Anne/
shingle-style mansion near downtown Binghamton, NY. We
are proud to welcome fiction writer H elena Maria Viramontes,
poet Alex Lemon, and nonfictio n writer Jenny Boylan as keynote
speakers. Panels include topics such as prose, poetry, creative
nonfiction/ memoir, creative writing pedagogy, and the business
of literary journals, as well as exceptional readings of graduate
fi ction , nonfiction, and poetry.
For more details, please visit o ur webs ite at:
http:/ /writingbydegrees. bingham ron.ed u
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the literary annual out of Amsterdam
2 year sub only USD 27
www.wordsinhere.com

Wiljan van den Akker
Shifa Ali
Lar issa Andrusyshyn
Matt Anserello
Jennifer Arcuni
Jenny Arnold
Rane Arroyo
Tom Bass
Ew an Cameron
Logan Chace
Selfa Chew
Lakey Comess
Francisco Cu nha
Marosa di Giorgio
Joris Diks
Ben Doller
William Doreski
Magdalene Dykstra
Carolina Esses
Magdalena Ferreira
Ana Fornaro
Anthony Frame
Lara Frankena
Dana Gentile
Ericka Ghersi
Cynthia Grier Lotze
Marilyn Hacke r
David Hart
Derek Hend erson
Takashi Hira ide
Rozalie Hirs
B.J. Hollars
Sandra Jensen
Andrew J. Jones
Toshiya Kamei
sander Kanyadi
Michael Karman
Nabil Kashyap
Ko Kooman
Dawn Lonsinger
Rachel Marston
David Miller
Kelly Moffett
Jane Monk
Emmanuel Moses
Jennifer 0. Munro
Mace Murakishi
Sawako Nakayasu
Alistair Noon
Emelie Ostergren
Miroslav Paral
Marfa Cecilia Perna
Alex Piperno
Jeannine Marie Pitas
Amy Purifoy Piazza
David Ruhlman
Danielle Smits
Paul Sohar
Julian Stannard
Jean Tripier
Xiao Kaiyu
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